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tYOL. YI— NO. 50. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JANUARY 2fi, 1878. WHOLE NO. 310.
ftfte Holland $ity
l weezlyTbwspaper,
PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT
SOLLiHS CR7, - - MM
OFFICE : VAN LANDEGKND’8 BLOCK.
0. J. DOESBURG, Editor uid Publiiher,
mxs or 8VB80lirTI0iria.OOpiryiirla iItuci.
JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 76 cents
•or first insertion, and 25 cents lor each subse-
quent insertion for any period unfler three
months.
8 K. 1 6 K. | 1 T.
1 Square ... .......... ..2 •• .................. 8505 On
8 00
10 (JO
17 00
25 00
500
800
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 00
800
10 00
17 00
35 00
40 00
65 00
8 “ ................
14 Column ..................
w •*1 “ .................
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines, $3.00 per annum.
^ Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two Z Z slg-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
Jr* All advertising bills collectable quarterly
ittmils.
Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.
Tahsn Effect, Tuesday, Jan. 1, 1878.
• Mixed trains.
.t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
t Daily except Saturday.
| Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, win be run by Chicago
time, which Is 30 minutes later than Columbusy time.
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken Effect, Tuesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
9olag North.
No.i No. 3 STATIONS.
p. m. p. m.
8 00 13 15 Muskegon
7 35 11 41 Ferrysburg
7 10 11 30 Grand Haven
6 30 11 07 Pigeon
5 35 10 40 Holland
5 07 10 18 • Fillmore
3 55 0 80 Allegan
Going South,
No. 8 No. 1
p. m. a. m.
3 00 7 50
3 31 8 40
3 88 8 50
8 18 9 40
3 45 11 15
4 15 11 45
6 00 1 15
D. P. CLAY, Rectitttr.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with O. K. A
I. R. U. and L. S. A M. S. for PlainweU, Kalama-
zoo, Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.
Attomyi.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
XI Notary Public; River street.
VCC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
ivl Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11,
River street.
OHERBURNE, S. W., Blendon, Mich,, Attorney0 at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
office in th^VUlag6 °f ^ orllga|e, *Q(1 collections.
Bolks A Bros.
the Store of A.
TKN EYCK^J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
River street. ........... •n, *<>0^,
Banking and Ixohingt.
BN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
l Drafts bought and sold; Elghtn street.
Barhin.
l^kE GROOT, L. barber. Hair catting, shaving,U shampoonlug, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea-
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the City
Hotel. _ ' ‘ _ 14-ly
Booti and Shsn.
1TKROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
XX Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.
Mtllt.
/1EED, M. Dental Surgeon; residence and of*
vT dee on Eighth Street, opposite Bakker A
Van Raalte.
l^ERGUSON B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
-T all operations appertaining to Dentistry in
the best style of the art. Office, up alatrs next
door to Post Office. 14-ly
Drop aad kidlclsu.
1'hOESBURG. J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medi-
MJ cines, PalnU and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sicians prescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.
fumeries. River street.
\rAN BUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Mcdi-U V clues, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
7 W. Van Din Biro's Family Medicines; Eighth St.
See advertisement.
Furaltun.
VfEYER, H. A CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fur^M niture, Curtalus, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
n'eture Frames, etc.; River street
Giecsriei.
Drains.
Arrive at
Holland.
Leave
Holland.
Grand Rapids.it i« 11.55“ " I 1.15 n.m.f5.15 “ “it it
1 9.35 p. m. 3.30 p. m.
Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m. 5.25 a. m.ti it $ 9.25 p. in. 3.35 p. m.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. | 1.05 a. m. 12.15 p. m.
•i it f 5.10“ “ 11.00 a. m.it it 8.25 p. m. t 9.45 “ “II !i #2.40
l^LIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
X ready market far. country produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.
Qtairal Stalin.
rPK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
X Groceries, etc. (Notary Public and convey-
aucor ; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
ffAN PUTTBN G„ General Dealera, In Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
Linn and Bill BtaMn.
noONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
£) Offlceandbarn on Market si reel. Everything
flrttrclasi.
VT1BBELINK, J. H., Livery and Bale Btable;
ii Office of Dally Btage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
•treot, near Market.
Liquor Dialon.
fPEN HAGE, Wm., Dealer In all kinds of Liquors,
X Beer, Cidar, Pop, Cigar*, Sardines, and keep-
er of a fine Pool Table, No. 50 Eighth street.
Wagoanaktn aad Maokaaltki.
rvIJKEMA J. A C. Wagon and BlacksmithU Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. Eighth SlreetaTew doors west of River.
Kirehant tiilon
ThOBMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
JD In ready made clothing and Genta' Furnish
lug Goods.
Xmt Market!.
1JUTKAU A VAN Z0EREN, New Meat Mar-
X> ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
ITUITE, J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
JA. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
\7\AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Mi&ufaetorlu, MlUi, Bhopi, lie.
T'uEMING, W. H., Manufacturer of Plows, ByU improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regular Kalamaxoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
[TEALD, R.K.. Manufacturer of and Dealer in
£1 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th A River atreet.
OAUELS, VAN PUTTBN A CO., ProprietorsL of Bugger Mills: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
XYERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of theV Phoenix Planing MU). All kinds of hand-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Votary Publlci
DOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
L . Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
D GOST, John A. Notary Public. Office In Com-
i-V men Council Roomt, Van Landegends block,
Eighth street.
IXYALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
TV and Insurance Agent. Office, OUy Drug
Store, bih atreet.
Phnlolaai
A NNIS, T.E., Physician; residence, oppositeA 8. W. cor. Public Square.
|)EST. R. B. A L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
IJ Office at their residence, O very sel, Mich.
T EDEBOER.B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
JLi corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square.
T KDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon;
±J office at residence, ou Eighth street, near Chi.
A M. L. B. R. R. crossing.
Xff ORRIB, 8. L, Phvsiclan and Burgeon. Office,
IVlat reakence, on Twdith st., aud at H. Walsh's
Drug Btore.
C CHOUTEN, R. A. City Puysiclan. Office at D.0 R. Meanga' Drug Btore, 8th Street.
Photographer.
TTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
XX lery opposite this office.
Badllin.
\7AUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer mY Harness, Trunks, Baddies aud Whips;
Eighth street.
Tobacoo aad Cigars.
'pE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
X Cigars, Bnufi, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watohn aad Jiwilry.
T OSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, J ewelers,O and dealera In Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
£afirtics.
X. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellowa, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, HoUandMlch.,on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brother* are cordially invited.
H.W.B.CO..K.B, AW"'W,'lr6-
- 
F. $ A. H.
A Riouulr Communication of Uxitt Lodos,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb.
13, at 7 o’clock, sharp. •„ David Bbdtsch, W. M.
O. Brktxax, Sec'y.
NOTICE.
The underaigned, Dr. L. E. Beat, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician, Burgeon and Ac-
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he .pays particular attention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he bos
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City ot Holland, on Salbrday of each week,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
until 4 p. m.v • L. E. BEST, M. D.
Overysel, Sept. 22, 1877.
16
16
15
15
i'oo
40
Produce, Etc.
Apples, Sbnehel.. ............ ,..$35
Beans, |J bushel ................... 2 00
Butter, B> .......... . ...........
Clover seed, V lb ..... . ............
V doi0U#».»««» •••«•••••••••
Honey, y 8> .......................
Hay, y ton ........ 8 00
Onions, y bnshel ..... . ..........
Potatoes, y bnshel ...............
Timothy Seed, y bushel.* .........
wool, y t ...... ...... •«. ...«
Wood, 8UT0I, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ..................... $2 60
“ “ green ................... 2 00
“ beach, dry ...... .V, ........ 2 00
“ - green ......... 175
Hemlock Bark ........ a ............ • oo
Suva*, pork, white oak, ............. &10 00
SUves, Tierce, 12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood ............ 2 73
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 85
Stave bolts, hardwood .................... 8 00
Railroad tloN,.»... ....... :.. ................ 10
Shingles, A ym ...................... ’....# 2 00
Grain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat,whitey bushel... ... new $ @100
Corn, shelled # bushel ............ j?
Oats, y bushel ..................... 25@ 25
Buckwheat, y bushel.. ........... 50
Flour, y too t» ...................... a oo
Pearl Barley, y 100 fi> .............. 3 00 @ 4 00
Meate, Etc.
Beef, dressed per lb ..................... 4 @5
“ “ 4 @4Vi
Smoked Meat .............. * ............ fio
“ Shoulders ........... JI‘6
Tallow, per fc .......................... @8
Tark«ys. “ ......................... | |io
Chickens, dressed per lb ................. a (To 7
60
@16 00
18 00
1 00
1 00
1 15
800
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
The circulation of this popular newspaper has
mere than trobled during the past year. It con
tains all the leading news centalned In the Daily
Herald, and is arranged in handy departments.
The
FOREIGN NEWS
embraces special dispatches from all qnartersof
the globe, together with unbiassed, faithful and
graphic pictures of the great War in Europe. Un-
der the bead of
AMERICAN NEWS
are given the Telegraphic Despatches of the week
from all parts of the Union. This feature alone
makes
THE WEEKLY HERALD
the most valuable newspaper In the world, as it is
the cheapest.
Every week Is given • faithful report of
POLITICAL NEWS,
embracing complete and comprehensive dispatches
from Washlngtoo, including full reports of the
speeches of eminent politicians on the questions
on the hour.
THE FARM DEPARTMENT
of the Weekly Herald gives the latest as well as the
most practical suggestions and discoveries relating
to the duties of the farmer, hints for raising Cattle,
Poultry, Grains, Trees, Vegetables, Ac., Ac., with
suggestions for keeping buildings and faming
ntensils In repair. Thlsls supplemented by a wen
edited department, widely copied, under the head
of
THE HOME,
giving recipes for practical dishes, hints for mak-
ing clothing and for keeping np with the latest
fashion* at the lowest price. Letters from our
Paris and London correspondent* on the very
latest fashions. The Home Department of the
Weekly Herald will save the housewife more than
one hundred times the price of the paper,
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
There Is a page devoted to all the latest phases
of the business markets, Crops, Merchandise. Ac.,
Ac. A valuable feature la found in the specially
reported prices and conditions of
THE PRODUCE MARKET.
While all the news from the last lire to the Dis-
covery of Stanley are to be found in the Weekly
Harold, due attention is given to
SPORTING NEWS
at home and abroad, together with a Story every
week, a Sermon by some eminent divine. Literary,
Musical, Dramatic, Personal and Sea Notes.
There is no paper in the world which contains so
much news matter every week as the Weekly Herald.
which is sent, postage free, for One Dollar. Yon
may subscribe at any time.
THE NEW YORK HERALD
in a weekly form,
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
Papers publishing this prospect* without being
authorised will not necessarily receive an ex-
change.
Address,
NEW TORE HERALD,
Broadway & Ann St., New York.
SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T. H. LYON, - - - Proprietor.
Special Announcement
Tbs undersigned desires to annoance to the
public in general, that he is now the sole proprie-
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his petsonal attention
to the management of the boose and the wants
ofhitKuesto. The house has been rettted and re-
furnished, and now effert the best ef accommoda-
tions to the traveling public. It contains 186 hand
some and commodiens rooms, fifty ef which cai
proprietor hopes for a continuance ef the tame.
The rooms of Sweet's Hotel are not excelled by
any public house In the State, the tablet are sup-
plied with all the markets afford, and careful atten-
tion is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberal patronage from the
traveling public, which will be dull apprecinted
by the proprietor. m „
T. H. LYON.
and postpaid— Th*
Bsvmtx Boson
<£,
StatM and Nithirludi.-A very intirert-
Ing Rdpcrt Upon thi OommiroUl £#-
litioni of t&$ Two CcnntrUi.
The Department of State at Waihlogton
has received a dispatch, dated the 12ih
ultimo, from the United States Consul at
Rotterdam, containing information con-
cerning the commerce between the Nether-
lands and the United States, saying there
is no question but what the United States
are in a condition to supply cheaply and
easily many products and articles of man-
ufacture suitable to the wants of this
kingdom. And it ia equally true that In
return, this country can supply the people
of the United States with many natural
produts and manufactured articles suitable
to the wants of the American people, at
equally reasonable prices, thus promoting
the welfare of both countries.
That the commercial Intercourse be-
tween the United States and the Nether-
lands will Increase as timea become better
there can be no doubt, but whether this
exchange of merchandise will increase as
radidly as the most sanguine could wish
will depend largely upon commercial en.
terprise and perhaps upon legislation to a
certain extent. Owing to the very cheap
labor that can be procured Id the Nether-
lands aud in the neighboring countries
the greater part of the article* manu-
factured in this country, and indeed, in
Europe, even though the raw material
may be imported, can be produced for
rates that will compete successfully with
like articles of manufacture In the United
States.
Notwithstanding that fact, however, the
American manufactures of the various
cotton fabric* are prepared to compete
successfully Id that line of merchandise
with England and France, and already the
people of the Netherlands are begining to
receive the benetit of the competition.
The principal exports from the United
States to Holland are petroleum, tobacco,
cotton, wheat, rye, Indian corn, rosin,
turpentine and staves.
The importation of Indian corn into the
Netherlands is gradually increasing,
though the many waya in which that cereal
can be utilixed as nutritious food are not
yet fully uuderstbod in this country, or it
would be more generally used as a cheap
and wholesome article of nourishment.
The principle exports from this country
to the United States sre spirits, herring,
cheese, and madder.
Considerable quantities of gin are ex-
ported from Holland to the United States,
yet the duty on that article being so high
by reason thereof, its exportation is great-
ly diminished. It is the opinion of a
Holland gentlemen who stands high in
commercial circles in Rotterdam that
the decrease in trade is due partly to the
high rates of freight, which means low
prices to the producer.
It is evident that to the merchant in
Liverpool or Holland U is comparatively
•peaking, of less importance to know
what part of the pride can be allowed to
the producer and what part will cover the
cost of transportation.
There is only one remedy for the pres-
ent unwholesome state of things. The
old and new world no longer form two
separate parts. One offers what the other
is willing to accept. We want your grain,
your cotton, your tobacco, but how can
we gel it if the United States refuses to ac-
cept our goods, and on the other band if
some articles can be produced cheaper In
Europe why would not America benefit
by it by facilitating imports. Facilitating
international exchanging by free trade
seems to me the only method to develop
commerce and industry.
mw* -------
Sow Lincoln headed off Stanton.-^ Story
Kira bifort hi Print.
A gentlemen from Miisonri, whom my
Cither met in Washington some time since,
told papa that at a time when the rival
factions rfcged very bitterly In his state,
after the war began, aomany Unionists
were murdered by the secessionists, who
were the stronger party, that an order was
issued from the war. department assessing
every southern man within a radius of
five miles, until a sum of $5,000 was col-
lected for the family of every Unionists
killed in Missouri. This gentleman had
known Mr. Lincoln intimately before the
war, and although a southern sympathizer,
had many ties on both sides, and had tried
to preserve a stict neutrality, after hostili-
ties commenced. He had lost heavily by
the war, and when assessed with others,
in a district where a Union man was
wounded, finding himself called upon to
pay $1,000, when he had known nothing
of the crime and greatly deplored such
acts, he determined to go to Washington
and Induce Mr. Lincoln to reroke the
order.
He found the president overwhelmed
with many oases, but was kindly received
and Mr. Lincoln being unable to hear his
case then asked him to dine with him
some hours later. The Missourian was
careful to keep the engagement, and was
met by an usher, who said be had orders
to take him to a prirate room. There he
found Mr. Lincoln seated it a table on
which cover* were laid for two, and a ser-
vant presently appeared with a pitcher of
milk and a bowl of mush. No other
dishes were served, and after tome conver-
sation, very cordial indeed on the presi-
dent’s part, the guest remarked, "Mr.
Lincoln, is this one of your old Jokes? I
assure you that lam quite ready to see
another course.” "Never mtnd about
dinner,” said the boat, "I never have time
to think of eating, and if you are ever as
much oppressed with business as I am,
you will find this tare sustains a man bet-
ter than anything else. But come, let us
attend to your buslneas." When the case
waa stated, Mr. Lincoln readily aigned bis
friend's petition, and told him that it must
be sent next to Mr. Stanton for his in-
dorsement and would then go to a third
office, where the Missourian conld get it
again. After aeveral days of anxious
waiting, in which he had made many vain
attempts to get bis papers, the gentleman
returned disconsolately to the president,
told him the petition had never been sent
from Mr. Stanton’s office, and the clerks
told him they did not believe It would be
sent. Mr. Lincoln looked grave, reflected
a moment, and then said quietly, "Give
me another copy of your petition.” This
was soon done; the president Indorsed It.
"Now,” said he "take this at once to
the third office, and the officers there will
sign It and yoo can go home. "I guess,”
he added with tome glee, 4,I shall get
ahead of Stanton thia time. ” The papers
proved to be all right and the obnoxious
order was promptly recalled.
Orba Lahohorne.
Thi Great Wall of China.
The Great Will of China was recently
measured in many places by Mr. Unibank,
an American engineer, engaged on a sur-
vey for a Chinese railway. His measure-
ments give the bight eighteen feet, and a
width on top of fifteen feet Every few
hundred yards there is a tower twenty-
four feet high. The foundation of the
wall is of solid granite. Mr. Unthank
bronght with him a brick from the wall
which is supposed to have been made two
hundred years before the time of Christ. In
building this immense stone fence to keep
out the Tartars, the builders never at-
tempted to avoid mountains or chasms to
save expense. For 1,800 miles the wall
goes over plain and mountain, and every
foot of the foundation Is of solid granite,
and the rest of the structure solid masonry.
In some places the wall is built imooth up
against the back, or cannons, or precipices,
where there is a shear descent of 1,000
feet. Small streams are arched orer, but
on the larger streams the wall runs to the
water’s edge, and a tower is built on each
side. On the top of the wall there are
breastworks, or defences, facing in and
out, to the defending forces can pass from
one tower to another withont Wing ex-
posed to any enemy from either side. To
calculate the time of building, or cost of
this wall, is beyond human akill. So far
as the magnitude of the work is concerned,
it surpasses everythigin ancient or mod-
ern times of which there is any trace.
The Pyramids of Egypt are nothing com-
pared to it.-
Bftls Terms.
Readers of the Bible will be interested
in the following explanation of expresa-
lons frequently met with In the Holy
Scriptures. They are believed to be entire-
ly correet: A day’s Journey was 83 and
1-0 miles. A Sabbath day’s Journey was
about one English mile. Ezekiel’s reed
was 11 feet nearly. A cubit is 22 inches,
nearly. A finger’s breadth Is equal to one
inch. A shekel of silver was about 50
oents. A shekel of gold was $8:00. A
talent of silver was $1,518,82. A talent of
gold was $28,800. A piece of silver, or h
penny, was 18 cents. A farthing was 3
cents. A gerah was 5 cents. A mite was
\% cents. A homer contained 76 gallons
and 5 pints. An ephah or bath, contained
7 gallons and 4 pints. A bin wss 1 gal-
lon, and 2 pints, A firkin was 7 pints.
Anomer wu Cplnte.^ A cab wu 8 pint.
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THB EAST.
Thi death of Hr. Samuel Bowlee, editor of
the Springfield (Maea.) Republican, ooourred
Jam 16* M* Boidee w born ip Springfield,
oti the Mn 6f Febrnaty, 1826. 'Bis father pub-
liehed a weekly paper called the RepubUoan in
that place for many years. In 1844 the daily
Rtpublioa»m* eetabhahed, and young Bowles,
only 18 years of age, became its editor. He has
remained in that position ever since. He hae
been an active editorial worker, and a man o
influence in the politics of his State.
Ax order has been issued by the New York
Supreme Court postponing for sixty days the
isle of the Erie railway. Simultaneously, an-
other suit has been commenced by a number of
atoojdmlders, wbo wish, to oust Mr, Jewett the
receiver, upon allegations of improvidence and
mismanagement. . TiA grand banquet was giTen
to Secretary Bristow at BoPon last week.
At Lynn, Moss., Mayor Bubler, who fur-
nishes steam-power to forty or fifty sbfe facto-
lies, stopped his engines, and the faovqries had
to suspend operations, Bubier claiming that
the engines required repairs.' Oh the other
hand, it was said that the moot of these facto-
ries did not join in the crusade against the
Crispins, and Bubier’a action instopping
thehr motive-power was regarded as a strategic
movement to compel them to suspend. He
was hooted by large crowds fa the stmeti,
and induced to Mart his engines again. . . ,
^ Stefan dispatch days:, “From 6,000 to
10,000 unemployed laboring men met on the
Common to-day. and, after listening to speed:-
ea by their leaders, panuled the streets and
waited upon the Mayor, at the City Hall and
demanded wort The Were notan ill-natured
or vindictive set, and exhibited rery little of a
riotous spin t— a fact due in no small degree to
the large number of police on duty. The
speeohM were declamatory rather than incon-
dmry* and the turn-out made snob a i favorable
impression that doubtless all will bo done that
is possible in the way of furoiafang employ-
ment by the City GorenxnuaL At the close a
vote of thanks was passed to Mayor Pieroe.”
Wateuuoche Baoa., woolen manufacturers,
of Passaic, N. J., have failed. Liabilities
thought to be $100,000; nominal assets, $60,-
000. Depressiou of business and shrinkage of
Tallies are assigned as the causes. 1 1 1>
, j ^T, H, SmaNox A Sox, the well-known manu-
facturers of patent medicines (Philadelphia),
have failed . . . . Jacob and John Huntzeger, late
President and Cashier of the Miners’ Trust
Oompany. at Pottsvflle, Pa., have been sen-
tenced to two years’ solitary confinement and
to pay a fine of #600, and to refund to Thomas
Kerns, prosecutor, $24,000, with costs.
THE WEST.
A Salt Lake dispatch says: “In November
a man named RhodeU was killed by the Ban-
tux* Indians at Boss Fork, Idaho. The In-
dians have been threatening trouble since. Tho
-- * ---- — byOapt Bain-
3 which the
ffWfl rv.1
oeesful. Maj. Hart, with three oompanies of
the Fifth Cavalry, arrived at Boss Fork, and,
together with three companies of the Four-
teenth Infantry, surrounded the encampment
of the Bannocks on Snake river, and demanded
their surrender, which they acceded
to cpfleCy. Fifty-flve ; bucks, some
arms, and 250 horses were taken.’’....
Ex-Gov. Washburn, of, Wisconsin,- has into
made i tender to the State of his1 beautiful
f residence property at Edgewood, two miles
from Madison, and valued, at $100, poo, as . the
•' site for An industrial school for girls. ;..A de-
cision has been rendered by the Illinois fin-
preme Court, in the long-litigated] matter fa-
volvtog the title to Christ Episcopai Church,
Chicago, of l which Rev. Dr. Cheney (now a Be-
, formed Episcopal Bishop) was rector, and
which was claimed by Bixhop . Whitebonse, on
account of Mr. Cheney's heresy. The decision
fully sustains Mr. Cheney. ..v 
Amxi of unusual riohnees fa gold tore-
ported to have been recently opened a short
distance from Pueblo, Col.... The following
notice appeared In front of Patterson A Oo.’s
bank at Sterling, HI, recently : “Have done
our best, bnt are obliged to suspend." The
firm to composed of 8. B. Patterson, W. L. Pat-
terson and f;W. Tittoredn. *T rrT^‘ ' ‘
Mask R PiakxB’s private banking honse
at Yankton, D. 2k, has dosed its doors. Lia-
bilities $60,000, which Mr. Parmer claims can
be folly met by the assets. ; A Virginia City
(Nev.) dispatch says that the threatened hos-
tilities at Atlanta and Justice ' mines were
Stopped by the Mmers1 Udoo,' which visited
both mines in a, body and ordered the miners
to qnit work on The disputed ground, and dis-
armed arid removed the hired fighters.
A bill has been introduced in the Minnesota
Legislature prohibiting card-playing and di6e-
tkrowing in saloons.... The Huminton House,
at Idaho, Col, baa been totally destroyed byfire. -
Ex-State Sexatob Oohwxo Bibd, of Fort
Wayne, Ind., died recently, aged 65. He had
redded in that dty forty-three years, and wap
one of the leading Democratic politicians of
Indiana. Ha was largely identified with the
construction and management of the Wabash
: and Erie oanslj and had been heavily erigaged
in rMlway contracting. He had filled many
togPrUnVofflc^ including ton years’ aarvtoe
At the Adelphi Theater, Chicago, Mr. F. 8.
Ch inf ran, the popular and versatile oomsdian
and character actor, is playing an engagement
this week in fas celebrated ptoy of “Kit, the
Arkansas Traveler,” which to being produced
with new scenery and mechanical effects, and
with a selected company.
THB BOOTH.
Ax Atfenta dispatch says : The Jury fa the
trial of the second indictment against ex-Gov.
bf all the cases against the £vernor
exrept misdemeanor, to which thiaverdiot to an
admitted bar. _
Hox. Wilson Pbimm, for thirteen years
^ Louis Criminal Court, died
tiome in Osrondelet, from old
t debUity. He had attained 68
Bt lowl wm hi, btrthplMa. ...CoL
and five assistants have returned to Huntsville,
North Alabama, from a revenue raid there.
The Baisdens, the well-known desperadoes,
who have been running a distillery in open de-
fiance of the law for two ------- years, were captured,
and their apparatus destroyed. In ItanUfa
ootmty, adjoining, the officers destroyed a die-
---- J Green Holland and Wiffiam
id and five other distillers
u> parties destroyed
j mu uuu.
x  by 
Hollan  i
captured. The
- large dtotlllerieB in Lawrence county. Bix-
prisonera were secured.
A beoixt dispatch from Nashville, Tenn.,
says: “Collector Woodcock is systematically
weeding out illicit distilleries in this district of
tents, and had forty men bound over to the
^*5*“ , Legaltoed oonoerns are now
«tartingin the depleted districts, dtotaiers as-
C&per to operate them thao
GBNEBAJU .....
^Ix the ease of Edward Tatro, the Highgate
(vi) murderer, the Supreme Court overroled
the exceptions, and sentenced him to be hanged
^ April, 1880 ... . Commo-
JPT®, woenMl at Balti-
more, Md., of pjralysto, aged 79 years. He
lWi? i,U ^ “and of the sloop^f-war* Cyane,7“ yarded Greytown, Nicaragui, fa
1854. At tee oommenoemont of the late oivil
war ho entered the Confederate service ...A
WWWftnfc Eririn* torn the Black mils re-
gion says that oapitak the one thing needful to
thorougnly develop the hidden treasuroaof the
country, has found its way thither to an extent
coption of the Black Hills excitement
Col. Waoxkb writes to the Oommteek>n«r of
Internal Bevenuafrom Greenville, 8. O., that
tiie breechloadfag rifles sent by the Cemmto-
sioner of Internal Bevenue for use by offioers
of the revenue fa their raids on the illicit
whtoky distillers have been of great assistance,
in a recent raid made by his officers under the
Collector, in which they captured ah etoh^
gallon still and arretted the owners, they
were assailed by nine moonshiners with shot-
guns and rifles. They responded with their
breechloaders, and charged up a hill upon
their assailants, driving them back, chasing
them until they were dispersed.
WABHINGTOH.
The Attorney General, in tho matter of tho
oohteet between the Pacific railroads over pro-
rating, deddoi that additional legislation will
be necessary to enforce the law which requires
the Union Pacific to prorate with the Kansas
Pacific.
The long dispute over tho office of Collector
of New Orleans has been terminated. The
President has wmt to the Senate the name of
George Williamson, at present Minister-Resi-
dent at Guatemala City, Central America.
Ax organization has been formed among the
members of the House of Representatives at
Washington, composed of members of both po-
litical parties the object of which to indicated
by the following resolution passed at its first
meeting: » , , . -
Rudvtd, That the purpose of the organization
now about to be made shall be confined to the re-
monetization of the silver dollar and the reDoal of
the Besumption act. , “
It has been agreed by the House Committee
on Indian Affairs to report a bill for the aboli-
tion of the Indian Bureau, and the transfer of
the business to the Wir Department. A .Capt
A. K. Long, Commissary of Bnbatotenoe at
Washington, committed suicide last week.
POLITICAL.
The New Hampshire Democratic State Con-
vention met Jan. 16, CoL Henry 0. Kent pre-
siding. The Committee on Resolutions re-
ported a number of “planks” which maybe
summed up as follows : First, we cordially re*
Mgm the National Democratic platform of
1876 ; second, that we denounce upon the Re-
publican party stern retribution for the great
mmo by which the people were defrauded of
their right to be governed by the rulers of their
choice ; third, that we congratulate all good dt-
toens upon the happy results which have en-
sued through the adoption of Democratic
principles by the national administration in
reference, to Southern States ; fourth, that we
are fa favor of a stable currency, honest pay-
ment of the public debt, and are opposed to
all measures by whleh public credit may be im-
paired ; fifth, we reassert our unqualified op-
position to all schemes for depleting the pub-
lic treasury or bestowing the remnant of pub-
lic lauds fa aid of private corporations or mo-
nopoUes - aixth, that we declare our abiding
faith m the priridples of the Democratic party-
seventh, that, we i. demand .thorough re-
vision and reform of the Federal tariff;
eighth, that we tender our thanks to the Dem-
ocrats and Conservatives fa the Forty-fourth
Congroas for their refusal to appropriate moner
for the army while med fa illegal and despotic
oppression of oitteens in any portion of there-
publio j ninth, that the public interests imuk
a thorough revision of the laws relating to
taxation ; and, tenth, that we demand more
- - * -- F — - — -y ww *» «4UIA44*AAI* AAJLF1 u
complete protection for the savings of indus-
trial classes by stricter supervision and control
savings banks, insurance oompauien, and
other inititctions in which the people’s moner
may be invested. Frank A. McKean was nomf
nated for Governor, and Hadley B. Fowler was
norm fisted for Railroad Commissioner.
Ix Memphis, Tenn., John R. Flippen, Clti-
ceqa* candidate,, has been re-elected Mayor by
about 1,000 majority over John Johnson, the
famooratio nominee, and J. W. Anderson,
Workingmen s candidate..... Geo. John 8
Williams baa been elected by the Democratic
Ote«rv, whore tenn expires March 8, 1879. In
Maryland the Democratic caucus nominated
James B. Groom e to succeed John B. Denniai
whose term expfaes March 8, 1879. ^
Ex-Speaker Galuhha k» Glow to annotanoed
as a probable Republican candidate for Gov-
ernor of Pennsylvania.
Pmmideht Haw has addressed a note to
Congressman Glover, who introduced the to*
vestigation resolutions fa the House, in which
he says hq will be glad to co-operate with the
committees fa the proposed investigations,
and to that end promisea to issue
such directions to tha heads of de-
partments as may be required to secure an
effective assistance in the conduct of the to,
vestigattons. ...The United States ; Senate, fa
executive session, has rejected the nomination
of M. J. Waldron to be Marshal for the Dis-
trict of West Tennessee.
THB TUfKKO* RUSSIAN WAR. 1
Td actual number of Turks captured at
fiohipka pass was 25,000, including four officers
of the rank of Pasha and 280 of lower grade*
Eighty-one gnus were taken. The Russians
lost 5,464 in killed and wounded. ,1(;»
Two 8QUADBOX8 of Cossacks having arrived
__ f ... . .i T_r •_
oils and extinguished the flames in the Bulga-
rian dwellings fired by retreating Turks....
A Shumla dispatch says that the Turks have
evacuated Kazan, south of Osman Bazar. The
Russians hereby secure the head of another
Balkan pass. All the war material, eto., has
been removed from Osman Bazar to Eski
Djuma. . . .The Turkish deleStes met the
Gr*bd Duke Niohqfas at Tirno%Semsifii, and
pwifainfay notes Were exchangfl|. Tht (Grand
Duke then announced that he had decMed to
treat only at Adrianopls, which should be im-
mediately evacuated. The delegates having
•ssonted, orders were telegraphed to Djemu
Pasha to evacuate Adrianople. Upon this de-
cision being communicated to the foreign Oon-
Amt
ft
lore lor
and
their obuntrjmon.
Tex Agenoe Rinse repels the idea that Bos-
sia intends to refuse European participation in
the treaty of peace.... A Turkish irade has
been blued, ordering tbs enrollment of all
free males.
The London Times' Bucharest correspondent
telegraphs from Giurgevo aa follows : “The
mortality among the Turkish prisoners at
Frateshti to fearful The station of Frateshti
to becoming a terror to travelers between
Bucharest and the Danube. Even if there is
nothing worse than ordinary typhus, the mor-
lality evidenced by the numerous graves in the
plain surrounding trie prisoners’ camp justifies
the apprehensions of travelers. I saw Rus-
sian soldiers digging huge graves, and near
fifty Turkish corpses lying in confused
as they were emptied from dead-carts,
ragged, half-clothed forms, and the
to the throne of Italy. .... The complete subju-
gation of Kashgar by the Chinese is reported
m cable dispatcher The deposed FW escaped
the country, and has appealedfrom
to the
ing his
the City of
authorities *
offioers
Russians for assistance in reoover-
to ^ throne.... A dispatch from
Mexico says Sthe Mexican
1 endeavor to learn what
Mexico. The Government has de termined to
oppose the crosaing of the boundary by Ameri-
can troops.
CONtiBfiHSIONAL PROCEEDINGS.
r i ' rn t
Wednesday, Jan. 16.— Senate.— At 12:30 a
veto was taken on the pending question, to re-
fer the resolution of Mr. MaUhewa, in regard to
paying bonds in silver, to the Committee on
the Judiciary, and it was rejected— yea*, 19 ; naya,
31.... After some dlacuuion, further consid-
eration of the Matthews resolution was, oy
unanimous consent, postponed until Friday
next, at 1 o’clock, to-day being aasigAed for
ouioglea upon the late Senator Bogy. . ..At the ex-
piration of the morning hour buaineee waa sus-
pended, and Mr. Cockrell formally announced the
death of the late Senator Bogy, of Missouri, and
eulogiuma were made by Senators Cockrell, Maxey,
Ohristiancy, Johnson, Kernan, Merrimon, Sargent
and Armstroeg. The Senate then adjourned as a
mark of respect to the memory of the Sonator,
House.— A giftTto the Government of Carpenter’s
painting of “The First Beading of the Bmandpa-
tion Proclamation’’ was received and accepted..
persona _ ___ __________ , ____ ____ __
United States oourto.... The House went into com-
mittee of the whole and passed some internal-im-
provement bille....The committee rose and the
House adjourned.
Thuusday, Jan. 17.— Senate.— Bills were to
troduoed and referred as follows : By Mr. Howe
to punish the forcible obstruction of Inter-State
oommeroe by railways. By Mr. Ferry, providing fi
the classification of mail matter and rate* of poet*,
thereon.... Mr/Wadleighaaid .....
among
them
heapsTheir _ _____ kuo
frost-bites visible on their naked limbs, gave
evidence of the hardships they had suffered
on their dreadful march from Nikopolis,"
It is reported from Oouktantinople that, in con-
sequence of decisions taken at the Great Coun-
cil of the 17th, Izsed Bey was sent to the Rus-
th fresh instructions to the
them full
«•- ------- o-» — - --- ^  — —ijWere in-
structed to refer conditions to the Porte. It to
said that this resolve was taken in consequence
of the pacific tone of England at the opening
of the British Parliament, and also because
Russia has given notice that she will insist on
an immediate acceptance or rejection of tho
terms. , . .Mukhtar Pasha, notwithstanding the
defeats which he suffered in Armenia, has been
appointed to the chief command of tho Turk-
ish forces at Constantinople.
The Governor of Salonica telegraphed the
Porte that 300 sick and wounded from Sulei-
man Pasha’s army had arrived at Drama. . ..A ___ _ _______ __ ^iu u>er
Pera correspondent understands that Suleiman tho Illinois river.. .Mr. Hewitt reported * bill
Pasha had with him at Drama 108 battalions 8rtntIn4 pensiono to tne surviving officers, soidien*
and 115 gnns. . . .Queen Victoria has recentiv **iJOT* (°r their widows) of the Mexican, Greek,
- ------ . «- .« - •- I I-loridaaiul Black Hawk wura. Ordered printed....
Mr. Watson introduced a bill to extend the pro^
visions of tho laws relating to soldiere and Bailor*
of the war of 1812. Deferred,... Tho House then
took m» and passed the bill to make persons charged
wlih crimes and offenses competent witneeecs in
United fltate« courts.... Mr. Banning reported a
bill directing the decretory of War to pay to the
nffloere and soldier* engaged In the warwbh Mexico
the three months’ extra pay already provided for by
toe act of Congress. Passed.... Mr. Oox reported
--- -------------- of postage
. Wadlelgh s that the family of the
late Senator Morton found  bis papers his
nmittee In re-
- . . ^ ---- . — ------ - — he now pro-
sented such views, and moved that they
be printed. Bo ordered .... After the morning busi-
ness had been disposed of Mr. McDonald submitted
resolutions of respect to the memory of the late
Senator Morton. Eulogies were pronounoM by
Messrs. McDonald, Thurman, Conkling. Morgan
Bruoe. Voorheee, Edmunds, Burnside, Booth, An-
thony, Wadlejgh and Paddock. The ficnate, then
as a furthnr mark of respect, adjourned.
House.— Billa were introduced and referred as
follows : To restrict Chinese immigration ; extend-
ing the operations of the Lighthouse Board over
addressed a personal letter to the Czar, anil
the question was asked in the Houho of Com-
mons as to the tenor of this letter, but the in
formation was refused by the Chancellor of
the Exchequer. -
Cable dtopatohes'of Jan. 23 report that
Gourko attacked Suleiman on the 15th, and
kept np a continuous battle until the 18th,
killing 4,000 Turks and taking 8,000 prisoner
and a number of oannon. The remnant of the 8t*nlpy, which was unanimously paased .... Ad-
defeated army escaped into the defiles of the Journed-____ . ted 
Rhodope mountains.
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
The British .Parliament assembled Jau. 17.
The Queen’s speech contained a brief history
of England’s connection with tho Eastern diffi-
Fkiday, Jan. 18.— Senate.— Mr. Voorhoes,
by request, introduced a bill reviving and con-
tinuing the Conrt of (Commissioners of the Alabama
claims, and for the distribution of the tnappro-
moneys of the Geneva award. Iteferred
to the Committee on Judiciary.,.. Mr. Ferry pre-
conditions upon which the British policy of 1 ^r. Cameron presented a resolution of the Wi*.
neutrality is founded. The pesaibfiity, however, Legtobdure in favor of the improvement of
of a different phase of the situation, requiring , ^ c™lx rijer. Referred.... Mr. Christtoncy,
the armed faterventiou of England, was ISSi? 7 K,c, J,udici*ry’ rePort*d «*>-
pluol, advert^ t°.«Ki ooafldenJ.^eMed S
that I arliameut would promptly fnrniKh means ly postponed. . . . At the expiration of the morning
to carry such measures into execution. .... hour the Senate resumed consideration of unfiu-
The funeral of the late King Victor Emmanuel l8llc<1 business, being the resolution of Mr Mat-
look place at Rome, Italy, Jan. 17, and was thew" declaring the right of the G^vern-
very impressive. TTie body of the late mon- I tJ°A lhe interest^ *nd principal
in the morning, and the procession started
from tbeQoirinal about 10. It was headed by
fifteeu military detachments with three bands
and clergy bearing tapers. The car need at
the funeral of King Charles Albert of Sar-
dinia, Victor Emmanuel’s father, was need on
this oocasion. It was surmounted bran iron
crown, the ancient diadem of the ‘Lombard
Kings, which was brought from Monza for the
oocasion.
A London dispatch says the Arctic steam
yacht Pandora has been bought by James Gor
don Bennett. It is stated that the vessel is to
dent laid before the B-mato a report of tho Attorney
General that he found no authority in proeent la«a
for the President to oblige the Union Pacific rail-
road to prorate with the Kansan Pacific, and that
additional leuialation la necessary. Iteferred
After executive eeaaion the Senate adjourned tillMonday. !
House.— Mr. Durham reported the Military Acad-
emy Appropriation bill, appropriating $272,196, and
it waa made the special older for Tuesday next. .
Mr. Singleton introduced a bill extending the Juris-
diction of the Southern Claims Commission. Re-
ferred .... Mr. Springer, from the Election Commit-
tee, presented a report iu regard to the contested-
be used for another Arctic expert lion. 7.. The I Xre,^^
weekly statement of the Imperial Bonk of titled to the seat. Mr. Hiucock aulmttted a ml-
Germany shows an increase in spede of 7,200,- “ojity report, declaring Ronaualdo Pacheco en-
000 marks..., Alexandre Reno Dethou, repub- 1 „ d to * 9f*t- Printed and recommitted
amhor nf tho RVwnnK fib am r nt Mr. Mills, of
The Victim of a Doable.
, “ Mv.fathjr,” said ^ win Booth, tho
tragedian, “was ohaijged with a good
many excesses whtofc ought not to have
been laid at hia door. He waa the tio-
tim of a doable. I do not mean to say
that he was wholly free from faults, or.
that he waa not given to oooaaionai in-
dulgences and Borne strange eccentric)*
ties; bnfc' he was followed, about by a
man who bord a striking personal re-
semblance to him, and who waB a worth-
less vagabond. This fellow crawled out
of a good many scrapes by assuming
my father’s name. On one occasion my
father disappointed a Baltimore mana-
ger. On the evening that he waa to
appear the audience assembled, and ths
manager, hoping against hope that Booth
would come, waited and waited. When
it was almost time for the curtain to go
up, this vagabond came into the green-
room. The manager arose and greet-
ed him as Mr. Booth. J I am not Booth/
he said, ‘ bnt am perfectly familiar with
his part 1’ A hurried consultation was
held, and it was decided to let the stran-
ger essay the role. He went on the stags
and played it through without a break,
and the people went away saying : ‘Booth
was not at hia best to-night,’ But of
those who listened not one in a hundred
had a suspicion ef the deception prac-
ticed upo« them.”
“ How did your father treat this doub-
le ?”
“ He didn’t treat him at all He very
seldom saw him. The fellow kept out
of his way. Bnt while he was assum-
ing my father’s character, he would
stand on the street comers half drunk,
and recite long soliloquies from Shaks-
peare. Then he would pass around tht
kat and take up a collection, and the
people, thinking Booth was indulging
in some foolifili pastime, would drop
money into the hat. One day my broth-
er, Junius Brutns, who was then a stout,
lusty young fellow, come along and
found this man personating Booth, and
telling the street- comer crowd that he
was the actor. My brother’s anger out-
ran his discretion, and he knocked the
vagabond down. But tho people, still
believing that the stroller was really
Booth, took sides with him and tlireat-
ened to mob Junius for striking his
father. He came to the conclusion that
it was rather dangerous business to vin-
dicate the family name.”— J/gcmew
with Edwin Booth.
iur uic euucauoD oi irmaie*
’Hie Honse went into committee of th
whole on private bills.... Afterwanl, Mr Hanna
UP fa® Senate reeolntiona In regard to the
death of Senator O. P. Morton, and en logics on the
life and public servioea of the dead Senator were
revenue and expenditures, both amounting to
600,398,425 ailver roubles.
The Geographical Society banquet at Paris,
in honor of Henry M. Stanley, was a magnifi- 1 pronoun^^M^sre^HMnaT^^^nXr
cent affair. Two hundred ant) seventy guests nh,,<?arfi£l^ DaDn*U’
reply to a toast, Stanley proposed that the river boea report€d 10 the Mr. Beck submitted *
Congo bear the name of Livingstone. The ooacummt resolution declaring that it to nnneoes-
Minister of Public Instruction entered the Mr>’ *nd inexpedient to impose the taxes at this
room, and handed to Stanley the decoration of time“ked for by fa® Secretory of the Treasury to
the Academical Palm. The President an- I provide $37,0W,(K)0 for a sinking fund, and direct-
lows: By Mr. McDonald, to establish a mint
French physichm^aje ^ ^^telegnSfrom I {or the roinage' of gold and afl^eraTredto^^ifi)
the Hague states that marriage to contemplated T*1 ; ^ Mr- Cameron, authorizing the coinage of a
-- — --  w auwiuruo mo esiaousn-
non of the morning hour, the Senate resumed oon-
ot_, fa* resolution of Mr. Matthews, ds-
clarirff the right of the Government to pay its bonds12 Jone®* of Florida, and
Mr. Cockrell apoke in favor thereof... .
was then transacted, and the
A Dublin dispatch of Jau. 20 says : “The
funeral of the Fenian McCarthy took place to-
day. It to estimated that 60,f>00 persona fol-
lowed the remains to the cemetery. There
were forty bandc in the procession, which was . « „ _ ____
leased were among the principal mourners.” Hnn„ ^
. . ..Cleopatra's Needle has crossed the Bay of Ho^ B‘11' ™ introduced : Proposing an
Biscay, and been safely conveyed fate the *m<'ndment to 4110 constitution providing that no
Thimaa Hver. . * . I olsfifa against the United States nhall ever bo paid
— 0 ----- me Uuited States, to the sole dMm shall have accrued ; authorising the coinage
vdMd freely to .poW by I toter-slto .cm-
Deputies of the Bight whose
claimed
r ' ^  r wawaaaaa
ciaim U rued  
declaring gold
I 06 xlUi 1 t®n<»r ; to regulate inter. stated
seating merce, and prohibit unjust dii-crimination by com-
election fa j ^^ _carnere; tor the transfer of the indian
Sohnyler Colfax as a Hotel Clerk.
The Dubuque Herald tells a good
story about Mr. Colfax and a landlord
at Waireu, Iowa. Mr. Colfax was trav-
elicg in Iowa lately, and arrived at the
latter station ot 9 a. m., and had to wait
several hours for a train.1 As the guest
decided to remain in the waiting-room
till daylight, the landlord, not knowing
who Mr. Colfax was, and wanting aW
hour’s ref-t, asked the ex-Vioe President’
if he wouldn’t wake the poiter at a cer-
tain hour, and also tap at the room-
doors of the female “help,” and make
himself generally useful Mr. Colfax
readily assented, and began by polish-
ing the stove, sweeping the floors, and
doing what any other handy and indus-
trious citizen would have done. The
porter was awakened, the girls were
rapped np, and a roaring Are greeted
“mine host,” who on rising compli-
mented Mr. Colfax on his efficiency.
When the train arrived, some one
stepped on to the platform and saluted
Mr. Colfax with, “God bless you,
Schuyler Colfax; what in the world are
you doing here?” The landlord was
amazed, and was just able to ask : “Are
you Schuyler Colfax? ” And when the
mn-keeper left, “you could have played
marbles on his coat-tails. ”
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minority to impose a oneox upon whatfs ae- f i*  or ^ wenient of the United
k£SH“S!S‘k-
sary to invalidate an Bltotion, The measure
w* violently opposed by Gambettar who
d the previous question in order to
put an end to the debAte, and it was
ordered bv a vote of 312 to 186....
The Northumberland (Eng.) miners have de-
cided to appoint a committee to settle the dis-
pute with the masters, 4,875 voting in favor of
this course and 2,096 for a continuance of the
The Argentine -republic and "
"MS”
to read a paper
.
Tuesday, Jau. 22.— Senate.— Mr. Morrill,
from the .'inane* Committee, reported a bill to re-
mit taxee on inNlvent saris g* banka.... A tow un-
wereintrodueed .... The statue of
^ Blaine,
HOvn.— Mr. Willi*, of New York,
mltiee on Naval Affaire, reported a
Bear Admiral John
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DIRE DISASTER.
A Train Filled with Excursionists, ou the
Connecticut Western Railroad, Breaks
Through a Bridge-Sad Loss ol Life.
A Hartford (Cfc.) dispatch giving par-
ticulars of the terrible railroad disaster
near that city says ; Over 500 residents
of Winstead, Canaan, Salisbury, and
other places in the western section of
f^he State had visited the Moody and
Sankey revival meeting, and embarked
for home after services, leaving Hart-
ford by a special train of eleven
cars and two locomotives. The
party had enjoyed a rare feast of
religious communion with the great
evangelists, and little did they imagine
the fearful catastrophe so close at hand.
There was no warning— nothing to lead
to apprehension. Crossing the Farming-
ton nver bridge, one mile from TarifT-
ville, the train was just entering upon
the trestle-work stretching across the
meadows when an ominous crash was
heard ahead of -the train. The west
epp, 100 feet long, on the Howe truss
principle, had yielded to the overweight
of two engines, »and, parting near an
abutment, caved into the stream, crush-
ing through six inches of ice with which
it was covered. The first engine cleared
the woodwork of the bridge proper, and,
turning over, landed bottom up, irre-
trievably damaged. Its mate went
down, enwrapped in the wreck of the
bridge, both landing upon solid ground,
but the baggage-car crashed through the
ice into six feet of water, and deposited
its dozen occupants in the icy flood,
mixed up with the myriad of splinters
into which the woodwork was shattered.
The first passenger-car was next crushed
to half size. Swinging around at right
angles, into its weakest spot, the side,
came like a catapult upon the heavy front
platform of the next car, the rear end of
which remained upheld against the cen-
tral pier of the bridge. The fourth
car, striking its predecessor, swung
off diagonally, and pitched head-
foremost into the chasm. This
ended the crash, for the remaining
cars were saved Irom going off by the
ends of the two oars resting against the
pier as described. In a moment the
shrieks of women and groans of men
rang out upon the piercing cold air—
the shrieks of crushed, mangled boings,
struggling to obtain release from the
meshes into which the shock had hurled
them in the ends of the overturned cars.
The unhurt hastened to help the endan-
gered, and additional aid come from the
villagers of Tariffviile, who were aroused
by the noise of the crash. A merciful
Providence preserved the passengers
from the usual terrible feature of fire
originatingfromlampsand stoves, butthe
occupants of the first two cars were
brought face to face with death
by drowning, as the cars forming their
prisons settled gradually down in the
water and sand. Measures for relief
were well organized by a few lead-
ing spirits, and soon the workers hewed
and tore away timbers with a will until,
in less than two hours, every car was
cleared of its living occupants, the
wounded being borne away to the river
bank on sledges hastily improvised from
saplings and oar-cushions, and thence to
the genial warmth of the cars which
had remained on the track, and where
friends were ready to minister to their
needs. Telegrams were dispatched to
Hartford and Wins ted for aid, and
special trains arrived soon after,
Hartford contributing a dozen sur-
geons under the excitement occa-
sioned by the report that at least fifty
deaths had happened and wounds were
innumerable. The worst injured were
removed to hotels and private dwellings
people throwing open their doors and
offering every accommodation. Two
hours later the members of the party
able to travel were sent home by a spe-
cial train over other roads affording con-
nection beyond the break. Meantime
search for the dead began, and five
corpses of women were taken from the
wreck, all having died from drowning.
Further search yielded the bodies of six
young men who met death in the same
way, having been standing on a front
platform when the car went down, and
being pushed under the water. Strange
to say, of an aggregate of thirteen deaths
reported, all but two are by drowning,
only one passenger, Fred Hotohins, and
Engineer Hatch, dying from injuries
usually incident to such a disaster as
this. The wounded number about thirty.
Nearly all the dead were in the first
passenger car, which was almost a com-
plete wreck, although one body was tak-
en from the second car, where it was
found caught under a broken seat. Five
young men from New Hartford, among
the killed, were of a party of six who
were on the platform of a car enjoying a
moonlight ride and whistling in chorus.
The only survivor of the six was inside
at the time.
cartridges. Tbo nramuniticn for imme-
diate use, as well as money and any other
small articles, are carried in the belt.
HOY. TILDEN’S PLAN.
Montenegrin Soldiers.
In a recently-published account of the
Montenegrin army, some details are
given of the extraordinary marches which
have been made by its soldiers during
the present war with Turkey. Before
the battle of Butsohidol the force en-
gaged had marched for fourteen hours
across the country, over hill and dale,
having, moreover, been previously un-
der arms for six hours. On this occasion
file men had not a mouthful of food from
was
was
and yet not a
mam was left behind. When ma»A^ing
from place to place the Montenegrins
never follow the roads, but move straight
across the country. Although heavily
laden, the men easily climb the steepest
rocks or descend the most precipitous
slopes. Besides their weapons they
carry invariably a bread bag and a plaid.
Their arms consist usually of a rifle, a
cutlass and a revolver. The bread bag
contains generally an enormous loaf of
bread, biscuit, a flask, and a reserve of
A Scheme That Was Devised, bat Never
Carried Into Execatiqn,
[Washington Oor. Chicago Tribune.]
It may not be without interest to state
what the real programme of the Tilden
men was at the time when the policy of
the present administration was not
known, and when Tilden still cherished
the hope that there might be legal means
to make the entry into the White Honse.
This information is derived from the
liighest possible Democratic authority;
in fact, from those who were active in
the events described. The story, which,
for convenience, is put in the first per-
son, is in substance this: “Wtien
the defection of the anti-filibusters de-
stroyed the prospects of Tilden on March
4, the hopes of his friends were placed
on an extra session, which most of them
thought was inevitable. The failure of
the Army bill, if it was net defeated for
that purpose, would, it was believed,
have the effect to compel the calling of
an extra session. In the meantime the
friends of Tilden met in counsel fre-
quently to devise the best means of ac-
complishing their purpose. There was
a large dinner parly in New York city,
at which David Dudley Field and most
of the strong supporters of Tilden were
present, including a great many lawyers
and Congressmen. At that conference
the best plans were discussed. Tilden’s
quo-warranto bill was considered, and it
was generally, except possibly by Field
himself, believed to be radically defect-
ive in that it provided no means of over-
coming the delay which could scarcely be
avoided, whether the case should be
originally brought in the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia or in any of
the United States Courts. In the course
of the evening a plan was suggested
which, it was believed, would avoid this
difficulty and result in bringing the
matter to an early decision in the United
States Supreme Court, one which would
preclude the possibility of a final de-
termination of the question during the
present administration. That plan was
definitely agreed upon in outline, and, if
there had been an extra session, and the
troops had not been withdrawn from
South Carolina and Louisiana, and the
present administration had followed in
the ways of former administrations,
that bill would certainly have been pre-
sented as the deliberate policy of the
majority of the Democratic party.
Neither the details of that plan nor any
hint of its real purpose have ever been
published. It was in substance this :
The great difficulty had been to find some
measure which would avoid the delays
indicated. Such a plan, it was believed,
was found in the draft of a bill based
upon Sec. 3, Art. 3, of the constitution
ot the Unite! States. That section gives
original jurisdiction to the Supreme
Court of the United States in this lan-
guage:
44 In all cases affecting Ambassadors,
other public Ministers and Consuls, and
those m which a State shall be a party,
the Supreme Court shall have original
jurisdiction.”
That clause would give the Supreme
Court undoubtedly immediate jurisdic-
tion of the Presidential controversy.
The two houses of Congress could have,
and probably would have passed a bill
empowering any State which felt that it
had been robbed of its electoral vote,
and misrepresented by the intervention
of strangers in its Electoral College, who
had fraudulently cast the vote of that
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
Beldikq is to have a paper-mill and a
woolen factory.
Cobun n a now has a telephone line in
actual operation.
The poultry show at Saginaw City
was the most successful ever held in this
State.
The dwellers in the northern part of
Bay county call for a division of the
county.
DufiiNa the recent revival in Green-
ville over sixty persons joined the Bap-
tist Church.
The Fremont Times says that the
“Fish law” is being violated at Fre-
mont lake.
The Dorcas Society of Jackson is 25
years old. It aids home missionaries
from $100 to $200 per year.
Quite a company of Ionia county
farmers will start at an early day for
Sonthern Tennessee.
The Executive Board of the Manistee
County Agricultural Society has decided
to hold the next fair at Bear lake.
The residence of A. B. Freeman, at
Bay City, was destroyed by fire recent-
ly. Loss $12,000, with small insurance.
Keeler’s drug store, Purchase’s gro
eery, the Masonic and Odd Fellows’
Hall, at Concord, burned a few days
since. The loss is fiom $8,000 to $10,-
000.
Wm. M. Deeskell, a jeweler of Sara-
nac, has made an assignment. He was
quite well known as the getter-np of
the excursions on Lake Michigan last
summer.
The Prosecuting Attorney of Bay
county has notified the Sheriff that it is
State contrary to the popular will, to ap-
pear before the bar of fin
 I e United States
Supreme Court and apply for a quo waiv
ranto. It was believed that such a bill
would pass, and that once passed the
President could not have dechned to
have signed it if presented to him by the
representatives of the people. Such a
declaration would have raised so strong
a presumption of consciousness of a de-
fective title that it was not for a. moment
believed that the Executive would have
declined to approve the bill Once passed,
the case would have been brought before
the Supreme Court, without the inter-
vention of any intermediate United States
or District Courts, and without the pos-
sibility of any material delay.
The difficulty of securing a jury to
consider the questions of fact was con-,
sidered, and it was suggested that a jury*
could be obtained from among the Chief
Justices of the State Supreme Courts.
• So far, continued this informant, did
the deliberations go, bnt no extra ses-
sion was called. The troops were with-
drawn, and the President carried out
what we maintain were Democratic prin-
cipals, and I, for one, and I think I speak
for many Democrats, am opposed to dis-
turbing the public peace by any attempts
to renew the agitation of last winter, or
to reopen the Presidential question. We
feel that the Democrats will come into
power in 1880, and will oometostay, and
that any attempt to disturb the present
status would not only result in our pres-
ent defeat, bnt possibly a defeat for fu-
ture generations.
This is the statement and opinion of
one of the most trusted leaders of the
Democratio party.
A Missionary.
“My name,” said the prisoner, “is
John Hoaor. I am an honorable man,
air, and never stole a cent in my life—
because (sotto voce) a cent isn’t worth
the stealing.” “John,” remarked the
court, “ honorable men are scarce in the
workhonse, and I feel in duty bound to
place snob a party among the poor falton
ones at that place, in order that they
may witness a good example and profit
by it” As John filed toward the Black
Maria he was heard to mutter, “They
set too m»ch value on honor in ihiscity.
I shall hereafter plead guilty to being a
thief. To be locked up as a missionary
is too much.”— Cincinnati Timet.
illegal to turn the key on 44 vogs ” and
charge jail fees, and the board will al-
low no more snob fees.
Two Polandbrs, whose names were
not ascertained, started across Lake
Manistee, the other day, on the ioe, and
when about half way fell through and
were drowned before assistance could
reach them.
The mill of the Hon. O. O. Stanoh-
field, at Lndington, was sold at as-
signee’s sale recently to Frank Filer for
$1,000, subject to inoumbranoe amount-
ing to $25,440. The mill was pnohased
in the spring of 1873 for $40,000.
The general superintendent of the
life-saving service recommends new sta-
tions on Lake Michigan at Sleeping
Bear point and Bayley’s harbor; life
stations at Kenosha andMnskegon; on
Lake Huron complete stations at Point
Anx Barques and Middle island, and a
life-boat station at Sand beach.
A crazy convict, named John Hanley,
alios Jeff Davis, was ordered to do some-
thing by Prison Asylum Keeper Hum-
phrey. Hanley wae sullen, and struck
at him with a knifa Frank Parrish, an-
other convict, tried to take the knife
from Hanley and received a ghastly
wound in the head.
The representatives of a number of
trotting associations met at Jackson and
formed a Michigan circuit, and the fol-
lowing dates were assigned for meetings:
Adrian, June 4 to 7 ; Kalamazoo, Jnne
11 to 14 ; Grand Rapids, June 18 to 21 ;
Jackson, June 25 to 28 ; Detroit, July
2 to 5. The second week in July goes
to Bay City or East Saginaw, as they
can settle it. The meeting also adopted
)mmendatioiiB to thea number of reoo men
National Association.
The Grand Chapter Royal Arch Ma-
sons of Michigan, in session last week at
Detroit, elected. the following officers:
Grand H. P., C. J. Kruger, Grand Rap-
ids; Deputy Grand H. P„ David 0.
Spauldings, Lyons; Grand King, S. H.
Norton, Pontiac; Grand Scribe, Charles
H. Axfcell, Lansing; Grand Secretary.
William P. Inness, Grand Rapids; Grand
Treasurer, E. W. Langdon, Niles; Grand
Chaplain, Rev. William Stowe, Grand
Haven; Grand 0. of H., David Boone,
Coldwater; Grand P. S., C. W. Strait,
Jackson; Grand R. A. 0., B. H. Morri-
son, Sturgis; Grand Lecturer, A. M.
Clark, Lexington; Grand M. Third V.,
T. F. Giddings, Kalamazoo; Grand M.
Second V.( J. F. Hicks, Teoumseh;
Grand M. First V., W. J. Latimer, Big
Rapids.
The Executive Committee of the State
Agricultural Society has been holding a
very important meeting at Detroit the
past week, attending to a revision of the
premium list, eta, and otherwise pre-
paring for the State Fair this year. It
was decided to hold a union fair of the
State Agricultural Society and the State
Pomological Society this year. The
premium list was enlarged to the extent
of $828. It was decidea to hold the next
fair Sept 16 to 20, inclusive. Hie
Treasurer’s report shows that the
society has $9,639.62 , on hand.
The superintendents of the vari-
ous departments reported the fair
last year as the best ever held by the
society, and the most successful in the
merit of its exhibits. The Secretary is
to have a salary of $1,000 peryear, be-
sides the needed enpensee. The place
for holding the next fair was not decided
upon. The President and the business
committee will name the location here-
after. The following are the standing
committees and the executive superin-
tendents for the coming year:
Standing Committee. — Busmew— J . U. Ster-
ling, A. O. Hyde, Wm. L. Webber. Finance—
Henry Fralidk, E. W. Biting, F. .•Smith.
Printing— E. O. Humphrey, A. J. Dean, O. W.
Phillips H. O. Hanford. Bulea-^J. W.
ChildH, J. G. Ramsdell. F. M. Manning. Loca-
tion of next Fair— E. O. Humphrey, £ M. Star-
Encuttve Svperintendents.-On OattJe-G.W.
Phillips. E. W. Biting. Horees-F. Y. Smith,
D.W. Howard. Sheep— A F. Wood. Brine—
D. A Blodgett. Poritry-T. D. Dewey. Mb-
THE SHADOW OF FATE.
EX JTDDM 1AXTZB.
A rider wm threading his way cm a read
which lay along the hills at the base of the
Bine Ridge mountains, in the region known as
the Piedmont of Virginia, about the sonroes
of the Bappahannock river.*••••
The man himself might be described In the
same language, m far m it would apply. Be-
yond this his age waa about 28, his hair brown
and full in look, his eye of a grayish blue.
• ' • • • • *
His way quickly brought the traveler to a
stream now running over Its banks. Slipping
easily from his saddle, he tightened the girths,
slackened the crupper, and, gently patting his
animal, addressed a few affectionate words to
him. Remounting, he fixed himself firmly in
tbe saddle, gathered his bridls in a manner to
impart to hia companion his own energy and
determination, and moved into tbe oreek.
Turning up the stream, ha proceeded for
about a hundred yards along the bank, and
then struck boldly across in a direct line, with
the hone’s head slanted np current The
depth of the water did not sensibly increase in
the course of eighty yards, and the stranger
waa congratulating himself upon the probabil-
ity of getting over without a wetting, when
the animal in two steps increased the depth
until he could no longer hold his footing, and
sprung boldly into the middle of a deep, rush-
ing channel In an instant the rider had seised
the mane of the horse In his left band, and
slipped smoothly out of the saddle tothelower
ride, where he floated along.
Man and beast battled bravely with the flood
for a moment, when the former was startled to
feel the hone flinch and turn with a terrified
snort down the current A quick jerk upon the
left rein served to procure bnt an instant’s
pease in the precipitate course of the beast, but
m that instant the stranger became aware of
another presence by the touch ef a clammy ob-
ject against his hand.
Raising his bead above the neck of the
charger, he saw dimly outlined upon the wav-
ing and shimmering surface a dark and unde-
finable object. The next moment the desperate
plunges of the beast had obstructed his vision,
when, with the self-command of one accus-
tomed and nerved to the hmtihip of athletic
sports and a soldier’s danger, he swung his leg
over the beck of his animal and gathered him-
self into his saddle.
Reaching out a hand, he was about to seise
the object of his horror, when it expoeed the
ghastly features of a woman.
For an instant only he hesitated j then, re-
thrul, he grasped the headcovering from the ____  „ __ r__
firmly by the loose, flowing, tangled mass of
raven tmeses, and raised it above the water
upon the pommel of his saddle.
Turning his head again up stream, he re-
newed the combat with the tide. Twice it
seemed as though man. woman, and beast
most all succumb, and twice the noble strug-
gles of the animal cheated the turgid grave of
ts victims.
Finally, the hoofs once more ornnohed the
firm bottom ef the stream, and ten paces
ftlytothobrought ths partjr safely to i shore.
• •
H.O. Hanford, _
J. Baxter, J. G. RamrielL ManWturee^
Police and Gatee-J. M. Sterling, A J.
Q. A BarWon.
i  Dear
Feeling the forehead, he found it cold ; the
hands were also ohilled, but he thought he
feU a slight flutter of the pulse. Tearing open
the drees, he pressed his hand against thetm res ed ___
heart and found it still warm.
His efforts to resusdUte her were soon re-
warded, and, after a few moments, the woman
made an attempt to speak, which resulted,
however, only in a moaning cry.
At this point he began to look for other as-
ristanoe, when he observed a light npon the
hill above the creek. Once more raising the
body to the pommel of hU saddle and mount-
ing; behiikl it, he sought the road.
One stepped around to receive the woman,
and another entered the honse to procure the
stimulant
“What's this?" said the one who was assisting
the traveler in dismounting the woman.
“ Send for the nearest physician at once.”
They lifted the motionless, bnt reviving,
form into the house, and deposited it upon a
sofa.
The stimulant waa soon brought, and, upon
a small portion of it being administered, the
woman indicated an increased vitality by a
broken gurgle. This, after a while, gave way
to dearer articulation, in which, however, only
syllables were emitted. These were in tom
succeeded by one or two sharp cries of min
which gradually subsided into a waning chat-
ter of wailing, Incoherent sentences.
At this point the stranger, in raising his hand
to her head to brush the tangled hair from her
brow, noticed a dot of blood upon the wet skin
of his finger; robbing it off, he found no trace
of a wound.
“She most to bleeding I” he ejaculated:
“see if there is a out anywhere.”
An examination soon revealed a ghastly
behind the temple. * The __ ____ _
over it, and theUood still oozed slowly from
ear, and just
looks wen matted
iti mouth.
Pending the arrival of a doctor, the stranger* ’***—*-*» "•**»*» V* *» UVUIAU,
chgpedthe hair from urouml ths wound, aud,
gave ttopaSmt over to^^ree^^U^tte
attendance.of the house who were in
"I presume you are the host, dr,*’ said he,
at once, addresting the elder of the two. “If
you will be kind enough to let me have a bed,
until I can rest for an hour or so and dry my
clothing,! shall resume my Journey under great
obligation to yon. Matters of tmportaoee urge
mo to lose no time, and I shall only delay until
— hone can recruit for the balance of mymy 
ride. In fact, tot for the incident of finding
the unfortunate lady in the creek, I should
have continued on the road without consulting
my comfort eo fir.**
“Will you tell me how you happened npon
the adventure, and bow yon account for the
lady’s wound and present condition?"
The traveler gave a brief account of the
events, without, however, throwing any light
npon his own identity or business.
“May I ask your name, tir?" inquired ths
whom we will ii ‘ ‘ * *host,  ntroduce to the'
Mr. Thornton, or Squire Thornton, m he was
dubbed by his neighbors in honor of
a Justice of the Peace.
Us being
“I tog pardon for the misconstruction. My
name is Gtspard Durer, a short while since a
soldier in the French servlet Do you see any-
thing in my appearance or anything elae about
thio cate erhio^tj justifies you in interrogating
me officially r
“ Until ono who is found with a body that
has been murdered or dangerously assaulted
has aeoonnted satisfactorily for his prosenoeee f
there, there Is a legal suspicion fixed npon
hiss.
indicated the result of some mighty reflection
for his caliber— “ ’Pears to me he ain’t telHn*
the truth. He slut named Gasper Deray, be-
cause he’d a said so fust. Tears to me he looks
like old Raoul Dupuy, and Gaston afore him ;
and, if I ain’t mistaken, he’s been in these
parts afore."
44 Who’s the woman, Randy r
“I have been lookin’ at her, but ’pears to me
I never iren her afore-leastways she don’t
come from about here."
“Theresembanoe of Durer to the Dmrays
is striking, and I thought at first he wu the
son of Gaston, who has been absent to long.
What think you, my son r
“Can’t say. father, but his resemblance to
Mr. Dupuy at the manor would to noticed by
anyone/’
“Ferhape," suggested the vagrant, “ha’i a
son of Dupuy himself ; If half they bring from
furrln parts about him t« o’reot, ’pears to me
he must have morin one.
44 We will dispense with your comments on
the charastere dt my friends," retorted the
Squire.
i
PWfSjftre I says a libel on any man,"
“What do you kndw of Raoul Dupuy, vil-
lain, that yon dare mainUin such a thing con-
earning hia character, which is polluted by
your mention of it?"
“Never mind what I know, Squire, so long
Ml ain’t said it,’’ answered ttoSunjJ ^  .
“What is your opinion, doctor r asked ths
Squire.
i4It is rather early to ask aa opinion about
and ^ ^y
“Do you think the blow will permanently
affect her brain, dr that she will to sound in
senses. But. unto she Is completely well again,
and even after, no risk must to taksn in the
case. Absence of excitement or noise is indis-
peusable, M tbe slightest mental shook might
make her a raving maniac. Blows usoothet
region of the head have been known U deprive
persons of the power of speech, and, if she is
not kept perfectly quiet, she may recover only
to linger ont a dumb existence.’’• • • • . • • •
After breakfast a servant, whom tbe Squire
had dispatched across the creek upon his first
arising, returned with tbe information that
Mr. Taylor— the gentleman whom the stranger
had left at his gate on the road— would be over
immediately after breakfast
Upon the arrival of Mr. Taylor, he end the
Squire retired for a consultation, to which they
after a while called Bandy, the vagrant They
then returned to the traveler, and after bear
inghle account onoe more, and oomparinf ths
time of his leaving Mr. Ttylor with that of his
arrival at the Squire's, they proceeded to the
oreek in company.
Upon their arrival the squire addressed the
traveler:
“I have taken counsel with Mr. Taylor
touching this case, which seems a deep mys-
tery, after all the information we hare been so
far able to gather ; the lady seems unknown
even to Randy, who visits every hoco i us a n  n use in uus
and the adjoining counties, and you are equil-
ly a stranger torn. I consider, however, that
you have been fully discharged from any con-
nection with the affeir. We must first attempt
to gather something from the lady herself.” ~
At this point the doctor came oat of the siok-
ited that the lady had greatly inn
g the night, and that the wound
was, in all probability, not actions (the lady
had even recovered. In a measure, the control
of her mental faculties and language, though
proved during
o i
she wm not folly ooneoions or coherent m yett • • • • • « •
The Squire, Mr. Taylor, the traveler, and the
doctor together proceeded tottobedaide of the
unfortunate woman, tbe itranger— being as-
sured of his release by the words of the Squire
—first ordering a servant to bring hts bone to
tho door before leaving the piazza.
Upon reaching the bed the woman opened
her eyes, and, seeing the kind, manlv faces of
I c.. • • • • • •
“If
USam,
the night
the Squire and Mr. Taylor, ahe faintly smiled,
and ran her eyes over the rest of the gronp.
She passed tbe doctor without any vananoey 1
of expression, and then retted them upon the
fees of the stranger.
The eyes became set in a horrible stare, the
light forsook them, tha pupils dilated; she
raised herself to a sitting posture by a convul-
sive movement of the arms; then, cronohing to
her knees and throwing herself wildly down
upon her face, she shneked out, with a curd-
ling moan:
“Oh, oh, Dupuy! don’t, don’t!" and eon-
sdousoesson^e more left her. , , u „
Despite his self-command, the traveler paled.
He at onoe retired with the gentlemen, how-
ever, to the piazza, and the doctor moved to
assist bis patient.
In a short whUe he, too. Joined the party
; tod passed betweenupon the pfcssa. Nothing ha ao
the gronp until the doctor broke a painful
constraint which hid fallen mm nten ba upon alL
“Gentlemen," said he, “the worst mishap
that could befall this unfortunate lady has just
occurred through her having seen this gentle-
man, Mr. Durer. She is a raving maniac. She
may die, she may recover, after a lingering ill-
ness ; but, in any event, she will be fortunate
if she ever recovers her reason. Darkness hM
settled upon her brain ftjr a long night, which
may never he followed by the dawn/4
“To what, doctor," asked the Squire, “do
you attribute her shook ? "
“She wm evidently stricken with horror at
tbe sight of Mr. Durer, whom, from my
knowledge of the laws of the human brain,
she has in some wayaseodated with the vio-
lence which hM been dona her, to tor great
There wm a pause, a painful lull
Then the Squire spoke to Durer.
“The case, sir, hM taken a new turn. You
will not be surprised that I conclude it my
duty to commit you, to await further develop-
ments in the matter." r
Upon the last syllable ho strode from the
drin, and turns his horse at the gate.
The above is a synopsis of “ Tn Shadow of
Fare," by Judge Jarvis, a wonderfully dramatic
and powerful novel, which began in No. 660 of
Fbahx Lklix’s Oianm Corns, now for sale
at all news depots. It is a story of adventure
and devotion, of an interest beyond that of any
novel published for years. With No. 660 of
Fbaxs Lmux’s Oxncxn Conran is prerented
an exquisite steel engraving, “Love’s Young
Dream;" with No. 661, “Dreeeed for Baptism,"
n picture appealing to every family; with No.
#62, “Nina." These three engravings cannot
to purchased in the print stores under Firm*
Dollabs. The price of the OBiibcKY Comfji
i, 10 cents weekly, or to per annum. Anyons
. • tntY fit Anfftv A Km HfrvrisxijpjIriulDg io cujuy mo oxuouoiiv iiinirno-
tire and entertaining matter in this popular
paper can receive it for three months,, free of
poitage, by remitting One Dolue to Fiuax
oommeuce with No.
thieu exquisite engravings.
-• V
AniDLX ring— The
*
Saturday, January 26, 1878.
BEBOESR,
Since so many secular papers pervert
the meaning of Henry Ward Beecher’s
Seimon on hell, we deem the following
clipping pertinent and to the point, and
perhaps of special benefit to some of our
readers. The Christian IrttUigencer of the
17th Inst says: "Certain ministers of
VnlVersallst 'mild, meridian moonshine,’
instigated thereunto by a queer sermon by
Mr. Beecher, have been indulging in a
pyrotechnid display, for the illumination
of hell tud its occupants. It appears from
what we can make oat of their fiery con-
fusion that they translate future punish-
ment into final restoration, which is now
the hobby of our Universajist doubters.
And this reminds us of an anecdote, well
authenticated, told of the late Dr. Elipha-
let Nott, President of Union College. A
teacher of Restoration 1st doctrine, arrived
in Sphonectady, and announced his in-
tention to lecture on his special theme,
challenging in his advertisement any one
who could to refute his arguments. Some
of the students, wishing I little innocen
entertainment, asked Dr. Nott to attem
the lecture, concealing from him at ihe
same time the offer of the chalienge. He
consented and was present. The lecture
concluded, the request was made for a
reply. There was no escape. Dr. Nott
arose and said, ‘T believe in the Lon
Jesus Christ, and in full salvation through
His blood. When I die I expect to jp
direct to be with Christ. You who think
as I do may follow me. Those who pre-
fer to go to heaven by the way of hell tna;
follow that gentleman, who seems to have
discovered the route.” There is nothing
more to add, for the debate was ended.
We think it right and proper to add that
a reading of Mr. Beecher’s sermon above
referred to shows that it gives no aid or
comfort whatever to Universallsm. It is
flatly find plainly opposed to it. One or
two secular papers wrested his words from
their settings and tried to prevert his
meaning.” • , -
THE mnss SITUATION,
The Russians are having things most
decidedly their own wsy. They are in
full force at Adrlanople, where they have
captured large supplies, and are thereby
materially strengthened. They arc de-
laying the armistice on one or another
pretext, and do not seem disposed to hurry
a peace with a foe that has already sur-
rendered. Prom present appearances it is
quite probable that they will be in sight
of Constantinople, or in possession of it,
before they actually suspend hostilities.
Every mile that they advance, without
protest from Europe, adds to their claims
for at least territorial aggrandiiemeot.
While the Russians sre marching their
armies forward, the venerable Gortschakoff
is hoodwinking Lord Derby and his col-
leagues by deprecating any Russian ambi
_ tions that would interfere with English in
terests. In a few days Europe will wake
up to the fact that Russia has conquered
Turkey completely and is In possession of
her territory. Whether she will give it up
after such an expenditure of blood and
treasure Is, to our mind, dubious. It will
not be so easy to dislodge her as it would
have been to have checked her progress.
Turkish power in Europe has been effect-
ually broken. The Czar Is in charge of
the estate, but no man can foretell how it
will be ultimately divided, or what strug
gles will take place before it is. finally
settled.
 t( ' '* * • ‘ ’ <•'* tv*'*
A RUMPUS nr THE FRENCH PARLIA-
c-.. t' v
The members of the Right in the French
Chamber are in high dudgeon. They bad
full pooesslon of the machinery during
the late elections and they did not scruple
at any fraud to insure the return of par-
tisan deputies. Now the wheel of fortune
has turned, and the people’s will prevails.
The Chamber la, like every legislative
body in the world, {he judge pf it« own
members. After examiaiog several of the
most flagrant cases of intimidation and
fraud, the majority has unseated several
of these virtuous Conservatives. The rest
propose to create popular sympathy by
resigning in a body. It i« to be hoped
that they will conclude to refer their cases
to the judgment of the people under the
new regim. There are some two hun-
dred and ten of them altogether, ana the
elections io fill thelt; places would show,
better than anything else, how devoted
are the French people to their new institu-
tions. There would be no danger that the
Dufanre Government would imitate the
infamous policy of De.Breg!le in intimi-
dating the electors. To thoee who wit-
nessed the scents enacted during the late
election It must appear ludicrous to hear
these Conservatives complain of being
badly mated becaow tea Chamber i. fx.
ereMag one of ite fundamental right*.
The leaden who managed as conaum-
mntely Ihe republican cause during the
i nreniag any personal eumltlea under the
uuise of law. They will be governed
only by a desire to vindicate the law and
the rights of the electors to be represented
by men of their choice. We do not ex-
pect to see the chagrined members cf the
Right carry out their threat They will
not cut oil' their nose for sake of spiting
their face.
-- -
Mr., B. Chrisman,, writes from Massan-
etta Springs, under date of Jan. 11, 1878,
to the editor of the Philadelphia Weekly
Timet, as follows:— The thermometer fell
at this point, fn the vaTley of Virginia— one
hundred miles south of Harper’s Ferry, iu
Rockingham county, near Harrisonburg-
on the 6tb to twenty-two degrees below
zero. This elevated blue-gross region is
very cold, and we have but little real
summer, not beginning until late in June,
ending generaly early in September.
A few years ago Maine was the greatest
lumbering State in the Union, but now
she is sixth on the list, and the business
is rapidly falling oft by reason of the
wasting away of the forests and the com-
petition of Western men. Shipbuilders at
Portland say that they can get pine masts
and spars from the Pacific coast cheaper
than they can cut them in their own woods.
An amendment of the constitution of
Wisconsin is pending in the legislature,
the purpose of which is to secure the tax-
ation of all property except that owned by
the fctate, and lands used for burial pur-
poses. It Is specially designed to make
religious societies and corporations pay
taxes on (heir places of worship and other
property.
There is a negro in Glasscock county,
Georgia, about fifty of years age, whose
ffcce, hands, and feet, and most of his body,
have turned completely white. He was
once black all over— said to Lave been
very black. When a boy a white spot ap-
peared on bis body, and since then he has
been gradually turning from Ethiopian to
Caucasion color. There is a similar case
in one of the counties of central Kentucky.
A Card.
In behalf of the bereaved relatives of
the late Cornelia Plugoer, Mrs. Heiltjo
Do Jong would hereby tender her heart-
felt thanks to kind friends and a sympa-
thizing public for the many favors so
cordially rendered during the hour of
affliction.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 28rd, 1878.
A new and elegant kind of cracker
made of oat meal, never before intro-
duced in this city can be purchased at P. &
A. STEKETEE. Also, fresh biscuit al-
ways on hand.
-«»- 
Wk st ill keep on hand our 50 cent Tea,
which is unsurpassed for the price; we
have also received a fresh lot of canned
goods, at ^
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
Our winter goods are now offered at
greatly reduced rates at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Beautiful Lemon and Oranges cheaper
than ever before offered in this city at
P. & A. STEKETEE.
Dratlus.
PLUGOER— At Grand Haven, Mich., at the resi-
dence of Rev. E. C. Oggel, January St at, 1878,
Cobxklia PLuoaaa, born at Holland, Mich.
August 8th, 18A8.
Dear daughter and sister, we miss thee.
Yet, this loss to us, to thee is gain.
^rrrtiweuts.
Probate Order.
STATE OP MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, is.
At a aeasion of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, in the
CUy of Grand Haven, in said County, on Tneaday
the twenty-second ay of January, in the year one
thour and eight hundred and aeventy-eight.
Present: Baxukl L. Tate, Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of Jan Kerkhof, de-
ceased.
Germany is suffering from an unex-
ampled depression of business. She de-
monetized silver, and Is suffering the con
sequences. The French indemnity temptec
Get many into the disastrous policy of
adopting the gold standard, and the result-
ing loss has been very great.— Cincinnati
Commercial.
There are 157 members in the Missis-
sippi Legislature. In the Senate are two
Republicans, one colored. In the House
are one white Republican, two independ-
ent colored Republicans, two fusion col-
ored Republicans, and three colored Dem
ocrats., A colored Democrat was elected
Doorkeeper of the House.
Mrs. Fremont writes from Paris that the
French trials resulted in giving Gen. Fre-
mont complete release Irom all obliga-
tions.
"The United States Idfa-uving Service,
Liberally illustrated ; "The CUy of Mexl
oo.” with twenty different engravings;
"The Ariificlal Production of Gold,” with
a dozen good pictures; "From Stone-ham-
mer to Breech-loader,” illustrated with
•bout forty good engravings, are some of
the brilliant and highly instructive articles
contained in Frank Leslie’s Popular
Monthly for February now ready. In ad-
dition there are a number of excellent
Shjut Stories by popular authors; the con-
tinuation of "THE AMERICAN COUNT-
ESS,” by Etta W. Pierce; a beautifull
ebromo frontispiece, illustrating a Parisian
marriage /«<* of eighty years ago, with in-
has 138 pages quarto, and 100 very inter-
esting illustrations. It is without doubt
the cheapest and one of the best and most
popular magazines published in the Eng-
lish language.
Send in your subscriptions to begin with
thp January number, and commence the
new volume, ri?a)8o the new aerial story.
Thk American Count**.’!
Annual subscription price, $3; single
copies, 25. centf— postpaid. Audrey,
Frank twLut, 587 Pearl & New tort
•nr
It is always a pleasure to recommend a
good article, especially one that so admir-
bly sustains its reputation a* does Dr.
Rintft New Dftconery fpr Consumption,
Coughs and Colds, being perfectly reliable
n every respect. A severe cough or a
neglected cold yields readily, to Us won-
derful power. By it the worn cases of
Aathiiur’hnd Bronchitis are cured io the
shortest time possible. ^Consumption and
Cough tqoni patients will remember this
remedy is guaranteed Io give immediate
relief. : Dr. JQng't New Ducovery is pleas-
ans to the taste and perfectly harmless,
ftou value yqur dXisthhde you cannot
afford to be without it. Give it a trial
Trial bottlef free.. For, sale by W®; Van
Futten, Holland* CUy, Michigan.
German
No other medicine in the world was ever
given inch a test of ctirfcttve ’qualities as
bottles of this medicine were distributed
fr«Ai r\C U.. .1.... ___ l-A- A%- I- _
£
probate of an Instrument in writing filed
T?K^ee’ .4®lPe^on therein, as executor.
Thereupon it is ordered, that Thursday the twenty-
first day of February next, at one o’clock in the af-
ternoon, be assigned for the hearing of said Peti
uon and that the heirs At law of the said deceased,
and all other persons Interested in said estate, are
required to appear at a session of said Court, then
to be holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Ha-
ven, In said County, and show cause, If any there
be, whv the prayer of the petitioner should not bo
granted: And it la further ordered, that said peti-
tioner give notice to the persons interested in said
Pendency of said petition and the
by causing a copy of this order to
be published in the “Holland Citt Nnws.” a
newspaper printed and clrcnlated In said County
Sf hiril? wert‘ PreTl»M •»
A true copy, (Attest.) 8AMTTEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.
RIDLEY HAIL
A HOME SCHOOL.
E, BA U DEE, M,, Principal.
w.M DACOnTERS'
Mow fpso-PopliJ admitted at any tins. Cburse
of Inst ruction embraces English, MathemaUcs.
Branches*0^ m0<l®rn Languages and Ornamentai
For catalogue or admission, apply to the Princi-
pal at Fikton. Gkkssu Co.. Mm.
BANKING.
Lowell nurseries.
Kent County, Mich.
FRUIT-TREES.
TYf K wish lo announce to the people of Holland,
and ail Fruitgrowers on the Lake Shore, that
our stock of trees and vines for spring sales can-
not bo excelled in their vigorous healthy growth and
sound well ripened wood; and while wo aie very
thankful fer their liberal patronage, we shall spare
no effort to retain their confidence in the future.
After an experience of sixteen years in grow,
ing Fruit and Frnlt Trees in Michigan, and carefully
studying its wonderful variety of soil and climate,
and also most of the popular Varieties of Fruit
grown hero, we are with this experience, selecting
and cultivating such varieties as we beileve are
best adapted for cultivation in this State.
We are also testing and have frnlted most of the
now varieties of Fruit that are now claiming popu-
lar favor, of which a number promlaeto bo val
uable, and we are yearly adding to our Hst such
varlctlea as we believe will prove profitable to
Fruitgrowers; and will furnish them to our cus-
tomers at very reasonable prices.
We believe that Frnit trees grown in this State
will endure transplanting better, make a better
growth, and make better orchard trees, than will
thot>e brought from a distance. '
And besides this, in planting out home grown
atock, the expense and perils of distant transporta-
tion will be avoided. Having this faith in the real
value of home grown trees and plants, we are
making every effort to grow all the stock needed
for our own trade.
Onr growing stock now covers brer forty acres
and is yearly increasing, yet when an unusual de-
mand is made for some particular variety it some-
times becomes exhausted, when we purchase to sup-
ply the deficiency so far aa we can, but only from
reliable nurserymen.
Mr. George Souter and his brother, F. Sonter,
will solicit orders foi our Stock, and all orders
palccd in their hands, we will supply to our beat
ability.
A DISCOUNT OF TEN PER CENT.
FROM PRICE LIST WILL BE
MADE FOR CASH ON
DELIVERY.
50 trees will be allowed at
hundred rates.
The following comprises onr stock for spring,
with prices: but we can famish many other va
rletles in smaller quantities.
Apples.
A splendid stock of best market varieties.
Baldwin, Fallwatcr, Wagener,
Northern Spy, Greening, Golden Russet,
Peck s Pleasant, Seeknofuther, Rarabo,
Grimes Golden, Keswick Oodlin, Strawberry,
D. Oldenburg, Red Astrachan, Primate,
Harvest,, Sweet Bough, Golden Sweet,
Talman Sweet, Snow, Green Sweet.
.... ..... ‘ Hundred
4 to 6 feet high, fine trees, ........ iftc $15 00
5 to 7 “ •• selected .......... Uc 20 00
Improved Grab Apple.
Transcendent, Hyslop, Marengo,
Montreal Beauty.
. . . , . Each. Hundred.
4 to 5 feet ......................... 45c $2n 00
5 to 7 “ extra .................... 40c 30 00
Coral <fe Whitneys, No. 20.k . Each. Hundred.
4 feet high ................  ..... 40c. *30 oo
Peaches.
„ .... Each. Hundred.
One year from bnd, 8 to 4 feet... . 10c. $10 00A - 4 to 5 “ extra ' •
sdectcd trees .............. ... 15c. 15 Qo
lariy Crawford, Late Crawford, Barnard,
?Mter‘ H,,,» Chill,
Hales Eariy, Stump World, Beatrice,
Old Mixon, Snsquehannah, Jacques Rareripe,
Amdens June. Alexander, 20 cents.
Std. Pears.
Osband’s Summer, Madeleine,
£apP« Favorite, Bartlett,
Flemish Beauty, Sheldon,
Ornamental Stock.
NORWAY SPRUCE.
. , Each. Hundred,
12 Inches transplanted ........... 15c. $10 00
IS
2 to 3 feet
3 to 4 ••
4 to 6 “
25c.
40c.
. ______ Me.
a R ...... $1 00
AUSTRIAN PINK.
twice...
l,lnr
3 feet, twice transplanted ....... 50c
4 '* ** “ ....... ' :5c.'
15 00
80 OO
40 00
00 00
35 Oo
00 00
60c.
75c.
1 00
25c.
50c.
It25c.
SCOTCH PINE.
3 to 4 feet, twice transplanted.. ..
4 106 “ “ “
5 to fi “ “ "
18 inches, once “
BALSAM FIB.
2 feet, transplanted twice,. .......
Winches “ “ 11!."’’
HEMLOCK SPRUCE.
3 feet, twice tranwlanted, heavy,
bushy and fine for Hedges ...... 60c.
WHITE CEDAR.
8 to 8 feet, twice transplanted ...... 1 00
12 to 18 Inches lor hedges .......... 15c.
SAVIN JUNIPER.
18 Inches high, transplanted ....... M)c.
10 “ rooted layers ....... 20c.
25 00
60 00
10 00
40 00
15 00
M 00
65 00
40 00
Beurrt do Aujoii,
Vicar,
Tyson,
Lawrence,
Bnffhm.
BANKERS,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
Exchange, and Collec-
tlon builaeaa. Collections made on all points in
the Ualtod States and Europe, Particular atten-
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Remit lance* made en the day of payment. All
bOslnoss intrusted to us shall havepromptatten-?n •object
Foreign exchange bought and
II peiatS In Kt
. . ... . Each. Hundred.
5 to 0 feet high, fine ............... 50c. $45 00
6 to 7 feet, heavy trees ............ 75c. so 00
Dwf. Pears.
Osbsnd Summer,
Bnflfcm,
Dutchesse,
&WcSL*“d ^  po,B’“n
^5?putten,
Clapp's Favorite,
Louise Bonne.
Bcurre Diel.* • »l . * Each. Hundred.
* and 3 years, 8 to 4 feet, fine, .... 33c. $25 00
* " 3 “ 4 to 6 “ extra ..... 60c. '40 00
urope
F0> SALE.
K'aScSSSIHwE
cot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing,
j So money required down Inquire of. ,
„ ... . _ J- VAN LANDEGEND.
Hoy.LAUp,mah. January 1, 1878.
Wild Goose,
Lombard.
Plums.
Canada Egg,
Yellow Egg.
Washington,
Ranted.
4,000 Cords of Shingle Bolts.
leiatwhSmile0' 1 41 ret4il for $l,0° and
Custom sawing done to order at short notice.
Haying pwchased a gummlag nuchina I hold
myself In readiness to gum all kinds of saws.
Highest market price paid for Pine Logs, at
— OF-
P.PFANSTIEHL.
Holuxw, Jan. Ifth, 1878. t 48-flw
‘^rman Prune, Maim”' D^nwE Purple,
Bhrophshire Damson, Winter Damson, Green Gage.
.... to; Each. Hundred.
JS^a^i:::!i;:!:::i: ?£ «
Cherries.
Early Purple, Earty Richmond, Gov. Wood.
Em11;, . Eirckporti May Dnke.
sHifflSu,™0" 8p“,,h'
One year, 8 to 5 feet ................
Twoveara. 6 tofi feet, ........... 40c. 83 U0
id 3 year*, 6 to 8 feet, extra ..... 75c. __
Quinces.
........ 85c. each.
...... JOc. “
.J. ....60c.' “
Sweet Chestnut.
...... , ^ . Bach. Hundred.
4 to 5 feet, transplanted ........... 20c. $18 00f5tOS “ 85c. 24 00
»to7 “ “ extra ...... 85c! 2 00
Grapes.
Very strong vines transplanted.
Concord, Ivea Seedlings ................. 35c, cock
siluiis E*ch* Hundred.
Salem. Iona. :
Wilder, Martha. ’ <
Orange, ix feet ...........
Angers, 2# feet ..........
Bess' Mammoth, 2% feet.
DKCIDDOU8 TREES.
European mountain ash, 8 to 8 feet 50c.
‘ very heavy ash 8 to 10 “ 1 00
American “ “ 6to8 ** 50c.
Weeping monnuiln ash. fine ....... 1 00
4 yrs verv heavy A bushy 8 00
willow kflmarnock ........ 1 00
“ new American ..... l 00
American Elms, 6 to 8 feet ........ 40c.
European Larch 4 to 5 feet Trans-
planted .................. . ....... ^
European Larch 12 to 18 Inches.. . iQc.
Hweet Chestnut 6 to 8 feet, trans-
pltntod ......................... 85c. to 40c
Catalpa, 5 to 8 feet, .............. 50c. to $1 00.
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS.
40 00
5 00
HoSnJk *UriJn (cllfnbeC) 40 cents; Climbing
$l toS$S?’ C0nt8; Trea P*onea’ BankB'’
JAS. D. HUSTED,
LmU, Kent Oo., Xloh.
ri JSTE
Coffins and Caskets
R. Meyer & Co.
SEWING-MACHINES:
Wheeler <fe Wilson,
Singer, Victor,
Weed, Grover & Baker,
St. John, White,
Howe, and American.
or any other kind, all for sale
cheap at H. Meyer* Co’s
43-8 w
Joslin&Breyman,
JSUM
Jm*
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jeweky & Fancy Goods.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall Mae •ffiold Peaa.
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March 84, 1877. fi-ly.
The Great English Jtemedy
GRAY’S Specific Medicine
TRADE £*•11 especially rec. TRADE
ommended as an "
nnfaillng cure for
SemlnarWeak-
ness, Spsrmator-
I Agawam,
; Delaware,
wojuts with said lata firm will be settled by A.<
Dated, Zexland, Micfi, Dec. 81, 1877,
Each. Hundred.
— $1000
-$1 00 each.
- m ’t1
-j sifo' U * ret iA--m
m
Organ For Sale
a Arst-clasx inMnnneut
9 years growth ....................
Lady, one years growth ............
 ‘Currants.gherry, Versalllalse,
„ k Gooseberries.
Houghton seedlings.... ....... . $1 ao $8 00
Raspberries.
Hon. Thons’d.
mi
ss
STB A WBERRIE8.
Ilnndrodi
Col. Chen- f
Kentucky
rhoa, Impotency
and all dlseaNcs
that follow as a, sequence on Seif
•ml Ussitode. Pain in the Back, Dimness of
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other dis-
eases that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
Premature wave, all of which as a rule are first
caused by foisting from the path of nstnre and
over indalgeaee. The Spectflc Medicine Is the re-
salt of s life study and many years of experience
in treating these special diseases.
Full particulars In our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mail uj every one.
The Specific Medicine is sold by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5. or win be
sent by mail on ncelpt ef the money by address-
log
The Gray Medicine Go*
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich,
tyffold in Holland by Heber Walsh and by all
Drnggists everywhere. v,; '• 49-ly
Wanted.
r,
heney ....... ...... 5,,
t- tehr-. ....... 1 30
G^eu Frwiihr ................ 1 f#
Mb
iflttingsi.
Messrs, C. P. Becker & Co., are build-
ing an addition to their grist mill.
There is only one theme for conversa-
tion in the city of Grand Haven, and that
is the Donker trial.
Kansas farmers estimate corn at fifteen
cents a bushel, at which price it is a
cheaper fuel than coal or wood.
Mr. Wra. Van Putten, our druggist,
has returned home from Cincinnati, where
he finished his first course of studies to
attain the degree of M. D.
Mr. A. Westveer, whose case was con-
sidered dangerous enough to telegraph for
his sous, a few days ago, is still lingering
iu about the same condition.
The lawsuit which has been instituted
by Mr. J. Knol & Co. against Mr. Wolt-
man & Son, has been mutually settled,
and the suit will be withdrawn.
Those of our readers who have prom-
ised to bring us wood for their indebted-
ness will confer a great favor upon us by
doing it immediately. We need it. “A
friend in need is a friend ludeed."
The wrecking tug Leviathan, of Mil-
waukee, arrived at Grand Haven, Mich.,
on Wednesday, and has since been en-
gaged in dredging a sand bur which lately
formed between the piers at the mouth of
Grand river.
An error slipped into our notice of the
Laarman trial of lust week, staling that a
motion for a new trial had been made,
which error has been extensively copied
by our neighbors. The motion for a new
trial had not been made, and must be
done this week— if at all.
The weather has turned considerable
colder this week, but still we are wait-
ing for snow.
Mrs. David Bertsch, who has been very
dangerously ill for a few weeks past, is
gradually improving.
------- -
The numbers of Europeans who returned
to Europe last year was nearly as large as
that of those emigrating hither.
The Cutler & Savldge Lumber Com
pany of Spring Lake, Mich., calculate
put in 80,000,000 feet of logs this winter.
Query: “Why will men smoke com-
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
Bros. 1 Seal of North Carolina,' at the sameprice?” 45-ly
Osman Pasha gratefully acknowledges
that he is indebted to his seven wives for
the development of whatever fighting
qualities he may possess.
We see the report of collected liquor
taxes published in the Grand Haven New-
Journal How is this? HastheAfaw-JW-
nal turned Republican, or what?
The Dutch at the Paris Exposition will
come ou} very strong in tulips, Forty
thousand bulbs are to be planted so as to
figure out the arms of Haarlem in a most
efiective manner.
Wisconsin has over twenty million
acres of farming land which have never
yet felt the plow. ,
Richard the Third (Daria) has married
Edith, the poet Langfellow’s daughter,
on Thursday, January 17th, 1878.
Sirloin steak at five cents per poun
and fine fat turkeys at twenty-five ccn
each are among the latest market quota
tion in Mason, county, Texas.
One of the ladles who received New
ear’s calls in Washington was the vener-
able widow of Jackson's Secretary of
War, General John Eaton. She is still/
hale and cheerful.
[Next door to UarriDgtoo'B Cheap Caah Store.]
Leweke, Krumbein | Luce,
, Manutactarora of
TABLETS, HEADSTONES
MONUMENTS
And all kind* of
CEMETERY WORK
- m STONE. --
We keep conetanUy on hand the beet kind of
atock, and ala* » nice varletv of dealgna. Letter
lug done In the English, Holland and German lan-
guages, aa desired.
STAND!!
Rev. P. Moerdljk comes out with a
splendid article in Dt Hope of the 23d lost,
against parochial schools. We congratu-
late him on the production of such solid
arguments, and the readers of Be Hope on
obtaining such valuable reading matter.
It is rumored that extensive improve-
menU will be made In the large tannery of
Cappon, Bertsch & Co., among whl
will be another large dry-house. This
tannery is the largest in the State, and if
this firm keeps on prospering, as we hope
they will, it will soon bs the largest in the
United States.
Rev. O. O. Fletcher, a Baptist preacher
at Allegan, Mich., married a white woman, _ ^ _____ ______ ___
named Hattie Wineberger, to a negr^ casket in close proximity to the last rest-
List of letters remaining in the Post
office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 24, 1878:
Johanna Van Oel, Walter Trobridge, An-
drew Lawrence, Jacob Vlouten, Miss
Liberty Vanderberg, D. Fransseus, Clark
Layer.
Wm. Vbrbkek, P. M.
- - * \
The sudden demise of Miss Katie
Plunger, on Monday morning has cast a
gloom over the large circle of relatives
and friends she leaves behind. Her funer-
al on Wednesday last was largely attend-
ed, and impressive services were held In
the 3rd Reformed Church, several clergy-
men Hssissting, and her remains were laid
away with tender care in a beautiful
The unusually mild and moist character
of the present winter is undoubtedly due
to the president’s southern policy. Even
the winds prove that there is “no north
and no south” any more.
 -
The latest dispatches indicate that Sit
ting Bull is actually preparing for re-
newed hostilities, and has combined the
remnant of the Nes Perces, and all the
runaways from the reservations with his
own forces and now threatens our fron-
tier forts. _
A pew days ago Mr. O. Breyman and
Mr. J. Knol made a trade of real estate,
whereby Mr. Breyman obtained possession
of 80 acres of good Iruit land*, ten acres of
which he intends to plant with fruit trees
during next spring. The land is located
on the north side of Black Lake, near
Pine Creek, and next neighbor to Mr.
Kamer&ud. This is a good move on
the part of Mr. Breyman, and he is
not alone among our business men who
see in the near futures large business
springing up in fruit culture. We have
thousands of acres of land around this im-
mediate vicinity, and especially around
Black Lake that is good for fruit only, and
some fine day our people will offer thou-
saudsfor Iruit land which they can at
present obtain dirt cheap. Plant fruiL
rees and vine yards! /
LATEST WAR NEWS.
NO PEACE YET.
iNOTHEB BLOODY BATTLE.
All Work Warranted and
Prices Low.
Give us a call before you order, and pat-
ronize your home industry.
Holland, Mich., Ang. SO 187^ _
I, the undersigned
— THE -
Oldest FURNITURE Dealer
In the city, am again ready with an entire new
Stock of
furniture
G. Tan Putten.
--- -O— ------
Burned oat by the Ute Fire I have re-opened In
the store formerly occupied by
J. ROOT A SON,
Corner Niatk mu! River Street'
Where I will be pleased U see all my ok :oatoa
era and as many new onee as will favor tae
with a call.
A new Stock ef
Dry Goods,
Hats & Gaps,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour <fc Feed.
Etc., Etc.
The Goods are first-class.
PRICES ARE LOW.
- — « -
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
named Charles Colter. The event causes
much idignation there, and Fletcher will
be prosecuted. He claims to have done
the deed unthinkingly. The affair may
be made a teat in the state courts.
lug place of her father, Aldert Plugger—
by whose death this Colony sustained the
loss of one of her greatest men.
The Ottawa county Circuit Court, D. J.
Arnold, judge, convened iu Grand Haven
on Monday of last week, and the trial of
OTTOM PRICES,
consisting of all kinda of
[Household FURNITURE
to numerous to mention : ,
floor Oil Cloth,
Table Oil Cloth,
Window Shades
of all kinds.
rall Paper at WhoTesale and
Retail. . ,
fedroom Setts and Parlor Setts,
live Geese Feather,
nd Feather Beds.
Coffins and Caskets always
on hand.
CALL AND SEE.
/i ' it a it nTT’ivrt**
Holland, Nov. 1
G. VA
, 1877.
N PUTTEN.
Fine Building Site For Sale.
rpHE East 4ft feet of Lot ft In Block fft. Situate*
JL between J. O. Docaburg'a Drug Htore, and P.
A A. Stoke toe’i General Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire of „ H. DOE8BURG.
Holland, April 7, 1877. 8-tf
Mb. Michael J. Clapper, well known to
this community a* a irrlulM, wUhesto^ crIminal ca6e8 i8 aflor(1Ingthe idlers
T> uukekDown w the people .t luge Uuitb^oaltown an inter(!9ting !teK enlerta|n.
ment, and the prospective length of the
trials of John Donker and his two sons,
Cornelias and “Hep,” charged with firing
several buildings during the past six years
for the purpose of getting the insurance
ou them, promises them their fill of "court
house” loafing, startling disclosures, law-
yers battles, etc. The Donkers demanded
separate trials, which were g.anted. The
trial of Cornelius Donker was commenced
on Wednesday of last week and continued
until Thursday of this week, when Mr.
Geo. C. Stewart closed the argument. The
general impression seems to be that the
jury will disagree, and the prisoner there-
by liberated. Cornelius is charged with
having been hired by his father to set fire
to the Madison house a small hotel de-
stroyed by fire about two years ago, upon
which John Donker obtained the insur-
ance. John Donker’s general merchao-
will commence with a series of revival
meetings on Monday evening next, at the
Hall of H. W. Yerbeek &Co.~
hereby invites t^t aid of all th
and Americayclergymen apa prof
in this colony, to belpMfc good Avork
along, wme of wjjdm have pready
promised to come^rim help him.
We have just procured a lot of beauti-
ful chromos, winch we offer as premiums,
to any one who will procure for ua some
new subscribers ut the following rates:
Any one sending us three new subscribers
(pay in advance) will be entitled to one
large handsome chromo, valued at $5.00,
und have his choice from five different
kinds. For five subscribers, one can
pick oat two chromos; and for seven sub-
scribers one can pick out two chromos
and have a copy of the News for one year
gratis. ^
Almost all the young folks In and
around this city will remember J. Van
Putten, the oldest son of Mr. Jacob Van
Putten, who took to sailing on the briny
deep a few years ago. Last week Hr. J.
Van Putten and his family were surprised
with a long letter from his lost son, of
whom they had not heard for many
months, and kindly gave us the privilege
to extract some of the important points
therefrom. He writes under date of
November 22nd, 1877, from Melbourne,
diae store, destroyed by fire last spring,
*as heavily insured. They are also
charged with setting fire to a brewery and
other buildings during the past five years.
The extensive fire on Washington street*
of Ang. 10, originated in the rear of one
of their saloons, and the prosecution will
attempt to prove that they set the building
on fire; also, that they were the perpetra-
tors of the several unsaccessfnl attempts
at incendiarism discovered during the past
year. The father, John Donker, ia a
Hollander about 60 years of age, an old
resident, and an ex-alderman of Grand
Haven. Cornelius Donker is a man of
Australia. Eleven months ago he left
Ban Frandtco for Liverpool la a Glasgow ^ „0UMr l# a railll 0I
ship, called the Glencoe, and anjved stj fmHj about 80 years of age, and proprie-
Liverpool after a six montlm voy^; fr«^jr ^ one of the mo8t wlooni
there he shipped to Adelaide, in Souttr
Australia, in the ship Michael Hutchinson.
He writes of having had a very stormy
passage and having lost two men off the
jib-boom while attempting to fttrl the jib,
and the sea running so high that no aid
could be given, the men had to drown.
The ship was so hard and bad in its ap-
pointments that he and a comrade con-
cluded to leave her to her fate, and to
avoid jhe exact fulfillment of their con-
tract, Ay took to the! woods arid tramped
475 m||les to Prortland. He mentions
havinfmet all manner of wild and strange
animals in the woods. From Portland
they wedt to Melbourne. He says times
are good in Australia and wages high.
Hertayshe will soon ship for America,
and expresses a longing to see the ”old
folks at home.” He closes by wishing
them all a -Happy New Year.” When
this young man returns home safe and
bound, to the joy of his longing parents,
brothers and sisters, after having roamed
over the salt seas for a few years, he may
“spin every interesting yarn.'*
m’
in town.
After the trials of the Donker’s are con.
eluded and their innocence or guilt estab-
lished by jury, the trial of a Hollander
named Beukema, charged with murdering
with an axe a man named Dunham, at
Coopersrii le, will take place. It has been
reported that owing to the death by sui-
cide oc murder of Armstrong, the man id
whose 'saloon the crime was committed,
•nd who it is claimed was the only wit-
ness of the klUIag it would, be impossible
to contiet Beukema of the murder. But
Prosecuting Attorney McBride states that
the triai will take place. Beukema says
be was drunk and does not know anything
about the mnrder, whether be committed
it himself or not In short the trials of
criminSls makes this session of the Circuit
Court very lively and Interesting.
LATER— Thursday, 5p. M.— The jury,
after being out only one hour, returned
with a verdict of “Nor Guilty.”
Fresh Taffy every day at
Ranters & W
The cable at length brings news about
uleiman, and it is no better news for the
Turks than the cable has been In the habit
of bringing lately. The report is that
Gourko attacked Suleiman on the 15th,
and kept up a continuous battle until the
18th, killing four thousand Turks and tak-
eight thousand prisoners and a ntW
of cannon/HCW refiniaut of tWTcle-
feated army escaped into the defiles of
the Rhodope mountains, it is doubtful
if anything like an organized army re-
mains, after so disastrous a fight, though
scattered bands may find their way to the
coast. The evacuation of Adrianople by
the Turks is confirmed. They destroyed
the ammunition' depots before leaving.
Deputations from the city visited the head-
quarters of the Russian forces In the vi-
cinity, and asked the immediate occupa-
tion of the place by a force sufficient to
maintain order.
London, Jan. 24— There has been an in-
crease of excitement to-day and a stoppage
of business, owing to the disquieting
rumors from Rumella. Among those gain-
ing some credence is the march of the Rus-
sians both toward Gallipoli and Constan-
tinople. It is asserted from Bucharest that
the march on Gallipoli is a military ne-
cessity for the purpose of cutting off the
retreat of Suleiman, whose troops are be-
ing embarked at Jennizza, on the Gulf of
Lagos. There Is considerable apprehen-
sion here that from this military necessity
may grow a military occupation of Galli-
poli which would greatly embarrass the
English troops in case of hostilities^ The
correspondent of the Chioaffo Times at Pera
says an armistice has been agreed on,
thongh the terms are not known. He be-
lieves it includes everything demanded by
Russia, as the porte is determined to con-
clude peace at any price and allow the re-
mainder of the fighting, if any mast be
done, to be carried on by some other
power.
Vbrsailks, Jan. 28.— The senate to-day
balloted without result for a life senator
to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death
of Gen. Daurelle De Palidloes. The re-
quisite majority Is 187. Duke Decazes,
late minister of foreign affairs, nominated
by the right, received 128 votes, and M.
Lefranc, republican, 129.
New York, Jan. 24, 8 A. M.-A special
from Madrid contains the following: The
marriage of Alfonso XII., king of Spain,
and the Princess Mercedes, third daughter
of Duke of Montpensier was solemnized
about noon today, at the royal chapel of
the Atocha.
London, Jan. 28 —The Spanish steam
ship Ppace went down with', tyro of her
crew after a collision In the Mersey with
the ship Baring Brothers, from Norfolk
for Liverpool. S
American eagles to the amount of
$500,000 were withdrawn from the Bank
of England tor New York Unlay.
Anew stock of CandlM Just received
..... * KANTERS & VVlKBSEMA.
Fair dealing can be relied on.
While I thank the public for tboir patronage of
t le peat, I hope to merit end solicit a liberal snare
< t It for the future.
N. B. Call and see a moat beautiful Yariety of
'amp Chairs, ornaments, picture framet.bioeketa,
fe., etc. 8. HEID8KMA.
Iolland, Jan. 19, 1878.
etieqw stock:
— or —
BOOTS A SHOES
— Jut received at —
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City or Holland.
A Complete vaortment of Chlldren'i an* Infante 1
bees for Mil and winter, and a full line of
Ladles' and Gentleman’s wear.
CALLMDSEE US.
-:o:-
Probate Order.
,rATE OF MICHIGAN. County of OtUwa, ee:
At a session of the Probate Court of the County
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Oflce, In the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Satur-
day the twelfth day of January, fn the year
one thonaand eight huidred and aeventy-efght.
Present: Sanoil L. Taw, Judge of Probata.
In the matter of the Estate of Frank Amler,
deceased.
On reading and tiling the petition, duly verified,
of Ale P. Htegenga, administrator of Mid es-
tate, praying among other things that he may be
empowered and licensed to sell certain real estate
In said petition described for the purposes In laid
petition set ferth. Thereupon It ts ordered,
that Monday the eighteenth day of February
next, at one o’clock in the afternoon, he assigned for
the hearing of Mid petition and that the hetra at law
of the wtld deceased, and all other persons In-
terested In said estate, are required to appear
at a session of Mid Court, then to be holden at
the Probate Office, in Grand Haven, in said
Connly, and show cause. If any there be, why the
prayer of the potltloner should not be granted:
And It Is farther ordered, that sold petitioner give
notice to the penons Interested In said estate, of
the pendency of Mid petition and the hearing
thereof by causing a copy of this order to be pub-
lished tn the “Holland Cut Niwo,” a newspaper
printed and circulated In said Coanty of Ottawa,
for four successive weeks previous to sold day of
hearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,49-ftw J udge of Probate.
I am now selling the Howe Sewing Machine,
and will heneeforth keep It for sale at my store.
Peddling machines with wsgogs has been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machine#
tie too low to admit of any expense In that way.
Coll la and get bargains.
Holland, Mich., Ispt. 1, 18?7.
E. HEROLD.
D. B. K. VAN RAALFE,
Boots and Shoes
•Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Hollnad,
—
The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction. Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house In the city.
They keep constantly or. hand a choice variety ol
Ladles and Children shoes and gaiters.
Repairing neatly done and at
Short Notice.84-ly W. A H. ELFKRDINK,
l;*j ESTABLISHED 1850.
Western Farm Journal.
A PROGR88IVB WEEKLY
Agricultural and Family newspaper.
The FARM JOURNAL bos become too well
known to require any mention of what It hu done
in the past, or what It proposes to do In the future.
Its Record for the Past Twenty-
Two Years.
Is well before the public, and Its countenance
doing
i class
and contents one week, famish sn Index ss to
what each coming week will bring out. It has
been inspected of lacking in enterpri
anything lest than Ik becoming a pape
todo. As a paper for the
Farm, Household or Fireside.
It win be found especlaby Interesting ind attrac-
tive, to both old end young. Bveiy department
is enlivened and mode readable by *
Talented Regular Contributors!
For the current year the subscription prlcq will
remain as heretofore, vl*: Two dollars per single
copy, and one doflar and thlrth five cent poroopy
in dubs— peerage prepaid by the pubUshen.
tlon of all such at stab prices, other names bring
— tern Fans Jownud, f
lift Monroe 8U Chicago, III.
\y> • . "Hr !
Of the neatest styles and best qnilltles which I
offer cheaper than anybody else.
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty. ,
D B K. VAN RAALTE.
CROCKERY!
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. J. vaarwbbk.
Holland. Mich., Sept 1$ 1875;
PHCEIHXHOTEL
mm "
handiest aDdL n  ea*ies-t hotel
Holland, Augu*t i, 1877.
weary traveler.
JAMES BYDER.
Farm for Bale.
ward.
I will tell eighty acres of
eol), six mile* from this city,
and echool h<mee, at a *
. - r '.r ... ^
Il
IlfK MASQUE OF THE MONTHS.
BX AUSTIN DOBSON.
Firstly thou, churl son of Janus, .. ,5
Rough for cold, in drugget cUd,
Oom'st with rack and rheum to i>aln us—
Firstly thou, churl son of Janus.
Cavern'd now is old Sylvan ns;
Numb and chill are maid and lad.
After thee thy dripping brother; , .
Dank his weeds around him cling ;
Mist his footsteps swathe and amotheiw
After thee thy dripping brother.
Heart-set couples nush each other,
listening for the cry of spring.
Hark ! for March thereto doth follow,
Blithe- a herald tabarded ;
O’er him flies the shifting swallow—
Hark 1 for March thereto doth follow.
Swift bis horn, by holt and hollow,
Wakes the flowers in winter dead.
Thou then. April, Irii’ daughter,
Born between the storm and sun ;
Coy as nymph ere Pan hath caught her,
Then then, Aprllf Iris' daughter.
Now are light, and rustling water ;
• Now are mirth and nests begun.
Msy the Jocund oometh after,
Month of all the loves (snd mine);
Month of mock and cuckoo- laughter,
May the jocund cometh after.
Beaks are gay on root and rafter ;
Luckless lovers peak and pine.
June the next, with roaec scented,
Languid from a slumber-spell;
June In shade of leafage tended—
Jane the next, with roses scented.
Now her Itya, still lamented.
Sings the mournful Philomel
Hot Jnly thereafter rageth,
Dog-star smitten, wild with heat ;
Fierce as pard (he hunter cageth,
Hot Jnly thereafter rageth.
Traffic now no more engageth ;
Tongues are still In stall and street.
August next, with elder mellow,
Laughs from ont the poppled corn
Hook at back, a lusty fellow,
August next, with older mellow.
Now in wains the sheafsge yellow
Twtxt the hedgee slow ii borne.
Laden deep with fmJ ly cluster,
Then September, r jeand hale;
Bees about his baake t fluster,
Laden deep with fruity duster.
Skies have now a softer luster ;
Barns reeound to flap of flail
fboa than, too, of woodlands lover,
Dusk October, berry-stained :
Walled about of parting plover,
Thm ate, too, of woodlands lover.
fMlkgnflF^F* •nd
-Forests now are ism and wined.
Next November, limping, bettered,
Blinded In a whirl of leaf ;
••"Wbrfl of want and travel -tattered;
Far at sea, on rock and reef.
Last of all, the shrank December
Cowled for age, In ashen gray ;
Fading like a fading ember.
Last of all the shrank December.
Him regarding, men remnnber
life and joy most pass away.
-Gsod Words.
ANltiHT ADVENTURE.
I will tell you about an affair— im
portant ae it proved to me ; but you
must not hurry me. I have never been
in a hurry since then. Up till that time
inolusive I was always in a hurry ; my
actions always preceded my thoughts;
experience was of no use, and anybody
would have supposed me destined to
caroa young head upon old shoulders
to tlMA grave. . However, l was brought
up at last “ with a round torn.” I was
allowed a certain space fur reflection and
plenty of materials, and if it did not do
me good it's a pity. ,,
My father and mother both died when
I was still a great awkward boy ; and I,
being the only thing they had to be-
queath, became the property of a distant
relation. 1 do not know how it hap-
pened, bnt I had ho near relations. I
was a kind of waif upon the world from
the beginning, and I suppose it was ow-
ing to my having no family anchorage
that I acquired the habit of swaying .to
and fro and drifting hither and thither
at the pleasure of wind and tide. Not
that my guardian was inattentive or nn-
kind-jquitq the reverse ; bnt he was in-
dolent and careless, concerning himself
with providing abundantly for my
schooling and my pocket, and leaving
everything else to chance. He would
have done the flame thing to his own son,
if he had had one, and he did the same
thing to his own daughter. But girls
somehow cling wherever they are cast
—anything is an anchorage for them;
and as Laura grew up she gave the care
she had never found, and was the little
mother to the whole house. As for the
titular mother, she had not an atom of
character of any kind. She might have
been a picture, or a vase, or anything
else that is useless, except to the taste
or the affections. Bnt mamma was in-
dispensable. Itisavulgar error to sup-
pose that people whb have nothing in
them are nobody in a house.
’ It is no wonder that I was always in a
hurry, for I must have had an instinctive
idea that I had my fortune to look for.
governor insisted upon my return to window, and pocketed his table-spoona;
England, where his interest among the
mercantile class was considerable. Laura
hinted mysteriously that my presence in
the house would soon be a matter of
great importance to her father; and
mamma let out the secret by writing to
me that Laura was going to “change
her condition. ” I was glad to hear this,
for I knew he would be a model of a fel-
low who was Laura's Husband; and,
gulping down mv pride, which would
fain have persuaded me that it was un-
manly to go back again like the ill six-
pence, I set out on my return home.
The family. I knew, had moved to an-
other house; but, being well acquainted
with the town, I had no difficulty in
np in the fashionable outskirts during
The governor had nothing more than a
genteel independence, andHHIimpiVHPII this would be
a good deal lessened after hia death bv
the lapse of an annuity. But sister
Laura was thusprovided forwell enough,
while I had not a shilling in actual
money, although plenty of hypothetical
thousands and sundry castles in the air.
It was the consciousness of the latW
kind of property, no donbt, that gave
me so free-and-easy an air, and made me
sosompletely the master of my own a>
tions. How I did worry that blessed old
woman !j how Laura lectured and
eoolded! how the governor stormed ! and
how I was forgiv^n the next minute, and
we were all as happy again aa the day
was long ! But at length the time of
separation came. I had grown a great
hulking fellow, strong enough to make
my bread as a porter, if that had been
needed; and so a situation was found for
me in a counting-house at Barcelona,
and, after a lecture and a hearty cry from
la kiss from
• down by
- governor, I
went acini i.
ly away. I
and more
share of!
tBKm
my absence; and, although it was far on
in the evening, my accustomed eyes
soon descried throngh the gloom the
governor’s old-fashioned door-plate. I
was just about to knock when a tempta-
tion came into my way. One of the
area windows was open, gaping as if for
my reception. A quantityof plate lay
upon a table dose by. Why should I
not enter and appear unannounced in
the drawing-room, a sunburnt phantom
of five feet eleven ? Why should I not
present the precise and ‘careful Laura
with a handful of her own spoons
and forks, left so conveniently at the
service of any area sneak who might
chance to pass by? Why? That is
only a figure of speech. I asked no
questions about the matter; the idea was
hardly well across my brain when my
legs were across the rails. In another
moment I had crept in by the window;
and, chuckling at my own cleverness and
the great moral lesson I was about to
teach, I was stuffing my pockets with
the plate.
'fthile thus engaged the opening of a
door in the hall above alarmed me, and,
afraid of the failure of my plan,
stepped lightly up the stair, wmch was
partially lighted by the hall lamp. As I
was about to emerge at the top a serv-
ing-girl was coming out of a room on the
opposite side. She instantly retreated,
shnt the door with a bang, and I could
bear a half-suppressed hysterical cry
I bounded on, sprung np the drawing-
room stair and entered the first door at
a venture. All was dark, and I stopped
for a moment to listen. Lights were
harrving across the hall, and 1 heard the
rough voice of a man, as if scolding and
taunting some person. The girl had
doubtless given the alarm, although her
information must have been very indis-
tinct, for, when she saw me, I was in the
shadow of the stair, and she could have
had little more than a vague impression
that she beheld a human figure. How-
ever this may be, the man's voice ap-
peared to descend the stair to the area-
room, and presently I heard a crashing
noise, not as if he was counting the
plate, bnt rather thrusting it aside en
masse. Then 1 heard the window
closed, the shatters bolted, and an
alarm-bell hung upon them, and the
man reasoended the stair, half scolding,
half laughing at the girl’s superstition.
He took care, notwithstanding, to exam-
ine the fastenings of the street-door and
even to lock it* and put the key in his
pocket He retired into a room and all
was silence.
I began to feel decidedly queer. The
governor kept no male servant that I
knew of, and had never done so. It
was impossible he could have introduced
this change into his household without
my being informed of it by sister Laura,
whose letters were an exact chronicle of
everything, down to the health of the
cat This was puzzling. And, now that
I had time to think, the house was much
too large for a family requiring only three
sleeping-rooms even when I was at
home. It was what is called a double
house; with rooms on both rides of the
hall, and the anartment, on the thresh
old of which I was still lingering, ap-
peared from the dim light of the win
down to be of verv considerable size. ]
now recollected that the quantity of
plate I had seen— a portion of which at
this moment felt preternatarally heavy
in my pockets— must have been three
times greater than any the governor
ever possessed, and that various pieces
were of a size andmassivness I had never
seen in the establishment. In vain I
bethought myself that had seen and rec-
ognized the well-known door-plate, and
that the area from which I entered was
immediately under; in vain I argued that
since Laura was about to be married the
extra quantity of plate might be intend-
ed to form apart of her trousseau. I
could not convince myself. But the
course of my thoughts suggested an idea,
and pulling hastily from my pocket a
table-spoon I felt, for I could not see the
legend which contained my fate. Bat
my fingers were tremulous; they seemed
to have loflt sensation— ouly I fancied I
did feel something more than the gov-
ernor’s plain initialB. There was still a
light in the hall. If I oonld bnt bring
thatspoon within its illumination I All
was silent, and I ventured to descend
step after step— not as I had bounded
up, bat with the stealthy pace of a thief,
and the plate growing heavier and heav-
ier in my pocket At length I was near
enough to see, in spite of a dimness that
had gathered over my eyes, and, with a
sensation of absolute faintness, I beheld
upon the spoon an engraved crest— the
red right hand of a Baronet !
I crept back again, holding by the
banisters, fancying every now and then
that I heard a door open behind me, and
yet my feet no more consented to
quicken their motion than if I had been
panned by a murderer in the night-
mare. I at length get into a room,
groped for a chair, and aat down. Np
Oh. no!
and here I was, locked and barred and
belled in sitting very comfortably, in the
dark and alone, in his drawing-room.
Very particularly comfortable. What a
capital fellow, to be sure ! What an
amusing personage I Wouldn’t the Bar-
onet laugh in the morning ? Wouldn’t
he ask me to stay to breakfast ? And
wouldn’t I eat heartily ont of the spoons
I had stolen? Bnt what name is that?
Who calls me a housebreaker ! Who
gives me in charge? Who lu^s me off
by the neck? I will not stand it. lam
innocent except of breaking into a Bar-
onet's boose. I am a gentleman, with
another gentleman’s spoons in my pock-
ets. I claim the protection of the law.
Police! police.
My brain was wandering. I pressed
my hand upon my wet forriiead to keep
down the thick-ooming fancies, and de-
termined, for the first time in my life, to
hold a deliberate consultation with my-
self. I was in an awkward predicament
—it was impossible to deny the fact; but
was there anything really serious in the
case? I had xmqnestionably descended
into the wrong area, the right-hand one
instead of the left-hand one; bnt was I
not unquestionably the relation— the
distant relation, of the next-door neigh-
bor? I had been four years absent
from his house, and was there anything
more natural than that I should desire
to pay my next visit through a subter-
ranean window? I had appropriated, it
is true, a quantity of silver-plate I had
found ; bnt with what other intention
could I have done this than to present it
to my distant^ relation’s daughter^ to re-
proach her with her carelessness m leav-
ing it next door ? Finally I was snared,
caged, trapped— door and window had
been bolted upon me without any re-
monstrance on my partr— and I was now
some considerable time in the house, un-
suspected, yet a prisoner. The position
was serious; but come, suppoee the
worst, that I was actually laid hold of as
a malefactor and commanded to give an
account of myself ; well, I was, as afore-
said, a distant relation of the individual
next door. I belonged to nobody in the
world if sot to him ; I bore bnt an in-
different reputation in regard to steadi-
ness, and after four years’ absence in a
the hou* Itras
Iwitb failed What to do?
-
,<ml- that ran down my face in atieama. What
*" s;.“«s.as:,K1ai,,-asy
into a gentleman's house by the
MM""
6pCn in the dusk of
the evening And a heap of plate lying
behind it, within view of the street.
This self-examination was not encour
aging ; the case was decidedly queer,
and, as I sat thus pondering in tne dark,
with the spoon in my hand, I am quite
sore that no malefactor in a dungeon
could have envied my reflections. In
fact, the evidence was so dead against
me that I began to doubt my own inno-
cence. What was I here for if my in-
tentions were rAdly honest? and how
came it that all tnio silver plate had
found its way into my* pockets? I was
angry as well as terrined. I was Judge
and criminal in one, but the instincts of
nature got the better of my sense of jus-
tice, and I rose suddenly np to ascertain
whether it was not possible to get from
the window into the street.
As I moved, however, the horrible
booty I had in my pocket moved like-
wise, appearing to me to shriek, like a
score of fiends, “Police! police!” and
the next instant I heard a quick footstep
ascending the stair. Now was the fatal
moment come l I was on my feet; my
eyes glared upon the door; my hands
were clenched; the perspiration had
dried suddenly upon my skin, and my
tongue clave to the roof of my mouth.
But the footstep, accompanied by a
gleam of light, ~ passed— passed, and
from very weakness I sat down again,
with a dreadful < indifference to the
screams of the plate in my pockets. Pres-
ently there were more footsteps along the
hall; then voices; then drawing of bolts;
and creaking of locks; then utter dark-mg
isuenoness; then silenoe— lasting, terrible, pro-
found. The house had gone to bed; the
house would quickly be asleep; it was
time to be np and doing. Bnt first
and foremost 1 must get rid of the plate.
Without that hideous corpus delicti I
should have some chance. I most at all
hazards creep down intothehall, find my
way to the lower regions and replace the
accursed thing where I found ii It re-
quired nerve to attempt this; bnt I was
thoroughly wound up, and after allow-
ing a reasonable time- to elapse, to give
my enemies a fair opportunity of falling
asleep, I set ont upon the adventure.
The door creaked as I went ont; the plate
grated against my very soul as I descended
the steps; bnt slowly, stealthily, I crept
along tne wall, and at length fonnd my-
self upon the level floor. There was but
one door on that ride of the hall— the
door which led to the area-room, and it
was with inexpressible relief I reached it
in safety and grasped the knob in my
hand. The knob turned— bnt the door
did not open; it was looked; it was my
fate to be a thief, and after a moment of
new dismay, I turned again doggedly,
reached the stair and re-entered the ap-
partment I had left
ft was like getting home. It was snug
and private. I had a chair there wait-
ing for me. I thought to myself that
many a man would take a deal of trouble
to break into such a house. I had only
sneaked. I wondered how Jack Shep-
herd felt on such occasions. He would
a little way off. It was approaching
with slow, measured pace. The person
was walking as calmly and gravely in the
night as if it bad been broad day. & Sup-
pose I hailed this philosophical stranger
and confided to him, in a friendly way,
the fact that the Baronet, without the
slightest provocation, had looked me np
in his house, with his ’*silver spoons in
my pocket ? Perhaps he would take the
trouble of knocking at the door or cry-
ing fire, and when the servants opened
I might rash ont and so make my escape.
Bat while I was looking wistfully down
to see if I oonld not discern the walking
flgare, which was now under the win-
dows, a sudden glare from the spot daz-
zled my sight It was the bull’s-eye of
a policeman, and, with the instinct of a
predatory character, I shrunk back
trembling, crept into the room and shi
the window.
By this time I was sensible that there
was a little confusion in my thoughts,
and by way of employing them on prac-
tical and useful subjects I determined to
make a tour of the room. Bnt first i i
was necessary to get rid, somehow or
other, of my plunder— to plant the prop-
erty, as we call it ; and with that view I
laid it carefully, piece by piece, in the
corner of the sofa, and concealed it with
the cover. This was a great relief. I
almost felt like the injured party— more
like a captive than a robber ; and I
groped my way through the room with a
sort of vague idea that I might perhaps
stumble upon some trap door or sliding
.
make nothing of getting down into the
the window, spoons and allstreet from
I tried this. The shutters were not even
dosed, and the sash moving noiselessly
I had no difficulty in raising it I
stepped ont into the balcony and looked
over. Nothing was to be seen bnt a
black and yawning golf beneath, guard-
ed by the imaginary spikes of an m visi-
ble railing. Jack would have laughed
panel which would lead into the open
air, or worse, into a secret chamber, [where
I should be safe for any given number o
years from my persecutors. But there
was nothing bnt a few cabinets ant
tables, and conches, and arm-chairs
devotional-chairs, footstools, lamps ant
statuettes, and the elaborate girandole
that I stumbled away as fast as I ooult
and subsided into a fauteuil so rich anc
so deep that I felt myself swallowed up,
as it were, it its billows of swan’s down.
How. long I had been in the house by
this time I cannot tell It seemed to me,
when I looked back, to form a oonsider-
ble portion of a lifetime. Indeed, I die
not remember the more distant events of
the night, although every now and then
the fact occurred to me with startling
distinctness that all I had gone throng!
was only preliminaiy to something stil
to happen ; that the morning was to
come, the family to be astir and the
housebreaker to be apprehended. My
reflections were not continuous. It may
be that I dozed between whiles. How
else can I account for my feeling myself
grasped by the throat, to the very brink
of suffocation, by a hand without a body?
How else can I account for my sister
Laura standing over me where I reclined,
pointing to the stolen plate on the sofa,
and lecturing me on my horrible pro-
pensities till her voice rose to a wild,
unearthly scream which pierced through
my brain?
When this fancy occurred I started
from my recumbent posture. A voice
was actually in my ears and a living form
before my eyes; a lady stood oontem
plating me with a half- scream on her lips
and the color fading from her cheek
and as I moved she would have fallen to
the ground had I not sprung up and
caught her in mv arms. I laid her soft-
ly down in the chair. It was the morn-
ing twilight The silence was profound.
The boundaries of the room were still
dim and indistinct. Is it any wonder
that I was in some considerable degree of
perplexity as to whether I was not still
m the land of dreams !
“Madam,” said I, “if you are a
vision, it is of no consequence; but if
not, I wish particularly to get out”
“Offer no injury,” she replied, in a
tremnlons voice, “and no one will mo-
lest you. Take what you have come for,
and begone.
, “ That is sooner said than done. The
doors and windows below are leaked and
bolted, and beneath those of this room
the area is deep and the spikes sharp,
assure you I have been in very consider-
able
and
s perplexity the whole of last night;”
, drawing a chair, I sat down in front
and was
de
at this difficulty : bnt then he had more
experience in the
provided with all
it was too far apart to be reached. Pres-
ently I heard a footstep on the sidewalk
even
house,
at all, or
of her. Whether it was owing to this
action, or to my complaining voice, to
the mere fact of her finding herself in a
quiet tete-a-tete with a housebreaker, I
can’t tell; bnt the lady broke ont in a
low, hysterical laugh.
“ How did you break in ?” said she.
“ I did not break ; it is far from being
my character, I assure yon. Bnt the
area- window was opeUj and so 1 just
thought I would come in.”
•Yon were attracted by the plate!
Take it, for Heaven’s sake, desperate
man, and go away !”
“I did take some of it, bnt with no
evil intentions— only by way of amuse-
meat Here it is and going to the
sofa I drew off the cover and showed her
the plate.
“Yon have been generous,” said she,
her voice again trembling; “for the
whole must have been in your power.
I will let yon ont so softly that no one
will know. Put np in your pockets
what yon have risked so much to pos-
sess and follow me.”
“I will follow yen with pleasure,”
said I, “ were it the world over for
the increasing light showed me as love-
ly a creature as the morning son ever
shone upon ; “ bnt as for the silver, yon
mast excuse me there ; I never stole
anything before, and, please Heaven, I
never will again !”
“Surely you are the most extraordi-
nary person,” said the young lady, sud-
denly, for the light seemed to bnng a
revelation to her likewise ; “you neither
lo^k nor talk like a robber.”
“ Nor am L I am not even a robber
—I am nothing, and have not property
in the world to the value of these arti-
cles of plate.”
spoons, and get locked np all night in
their house?”
“ For no other reason than that I was
in a hurry. I had come home from Bar-
celona, and was going to my guardian's,
next door, when your unfortunate area
window caught my eye, with the plate
on the window inride. In an instant I
was over the rails and in through the
vtindow like a harlequin, with the inten-
tion of giving the family a pleasing sur-
prise and my old monitress, Sister Laura,
a great moral lesson on the impropriety
of her leaving her plate about in so care-
less a manner.”
“ Then you are Gerald, my dear
Laura’s cousin, so longingly expected,
so beloved by them all.” Here the
young lady blushed and cast down her
eyes. What these two girls oonld have
been saying to each other about me I
never found out; but there was a secret,
I will go my death upon ii
She let me out so quietly that neither
her father nor the servants ever knew a
syllable about the matter. I need not
say how I was received next door. The
governor swept down another sob with
another blessing and another kiss; and
Lanra was so rejoiced that she gave me
another hearty cry and forgot to give
me another lecture. My next four years
were spent to better purpose than the
last Being less in a harry, I took time
to build up a flourishing business in
partnership with Lama’s husband. As
for the Baronet’s daughter— for we must
get everybody into the concluding tab-
leaux— why, there she is, that lady cut-
ting bread and butter for the children
with as matronly an air as Werter’s
Charlotte; she is my wife; and we laugh
to this day at the oddity of that first in-
terview which led to so happy a denoue-
ment
Latest Fashion Notes.
Moss trimming is used for heading
fringes.
Coronet bonnets are more popular
than ever. ( *
One of the novelties is tie brocaded
ribbon.
New fichus are of crepe lisse, and have
long square fronts.
Ivory-linted or ecru antique damasked
table tmen is sought for.
The latest seal-skm jackets are in the
shape of the English ent-away coats.
The Carrick capes are growing in
favor, and are seen on nearly all the new
suits.
Very low-necked dresses cut in a V
at the back, are in fashion for ball
dresses.
Short dresses are slowly but surely
gaining ground. The kilt plaited skirt
is the favorite.
Velvet sacques are more fashionable
this winter than they have been for a
number of years.
A pretty new f raise has pendant flow-
ers and is fastened in front with long
loops and ends of ribbon.
Scarf-pins, with the enamelling in
very bright colors, and representing
Chinese pictures, are in great demand.
Sensible women have adopted the
short, round skirt for walking. Trained
dresses are only worn in the house.
Traveling pocket cases for ladies con-
tain tongs for crimping the hair; also an
apparatus for heating the tongs.
Dress sleeves are made tighter than
ever before and without trimming, the
wide linen and lace caffs taking its
place.
W oolen stockings come in the long
English shape, in drab colors, and are
far handsomer in finish this winter than
ever before.
Square cards, with the name of the
writer engraved on the left-hand comer,
with envelopes to correspond, are the
most stylish.
i An Old Claim Paid.
The reason of the persistence of the
heirs of Senator Sebastian, of Arkansas,
will be understood when it is ascertained
that they have just drawn from the
treasury $17,700, which was his pay as
Senator from March, 1861, to March,
1865. Sebastian was one of those Sen-
ators who left the Senate at the out-
break of the rebellion to join the South-
ern cause. He was expelled from the
Senate, and ever rinoe the war his heirs
have been petitioning Congress to have
the resolution of expulsion reconsidered,
on the ground that the representations
of the disloyalty of Sebastian are un-
founded, and that, 1<legally, he was Sen-
ator till March, 1865. At the last Con-
gress the resolution of expulsion was
rescinded, and, whether the Senators
understood it or not, that act of rescind-
ing has the effect of declaring Sebastian
was Senator for the four years, and, con-
sequently, was entitled to his pay for
that period. At any rate, the money has
been drawn by the heirs,— Cbr. Chicago
Tribune.
A Successful American Prima Donna.
Lucy Hooper, in her last letter from
Paris to the Philadelphia Bulletin, speaks
of the latest American prima donna whox nca
has been successful at the gay capital of
France. This lady Is a native of New
Orleans, is Mme. Marie Durand, and has
won laurels at Lesltaliens in “Aida.”
Young and handsome is this new star, a
grand dramatic soprano, who brings to
the metropolitan boards a store of fame
and of experience gained in the great
lyric theaters of Italy. It is owing to
the Torko-Russian war that Paris has
been enabled to applaud her. Originally
engaged for the season at Warsaw, the
disastrous and premature termination of
her engagement there, owing to the
dosing of the theater, set .her free to
wing her way to Paris, a point that at-
tracts all operatic song-birds sooner or
later. Mme. Durand possesses a noble
and aympathetio Tcrioe, and i» also a fino
five times at the close of the opera.
-- - — i
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A HieUTT CLOCK.
A PennaylTAnton Outdoei th» Work of Hab-
reoht, of NtraaburR.
(From thfl Ee^Ung (Pa.) Eagle.]
In Hengel’s building is now on exhibi-
tion in all probability the most wonder-
ful olook in the world It was built by
Stephen D. Engle, a watchmaker, at
Hazleton. He is about 45 years of age,
and was about twelve years in perfecting
the clock. Hr. Reid paid Engle $5,000
for it. Bogie never saw theatrasburg
dock. In fact, he has never traveled
more than 200 miles from home at any
time. This olook stands eleven feet
high. At its base it is about four feet
wide, and at the top about two. It is
about three feet deep at the base, gradu-
ally less toward the top. Ita colors are
dark brown and gold. The Strasburg
dock is thirty feet high, yet its mechan-
ism is not so intricate, nor has it as many
figures as the Hazleton dock. The
Strasburg clock’s figures are about
three feet high, and the American dock
about nine inches. Three minutes be-
fore the hour a pipe organ inside the
dock plays an anthem. It has five
tunes. Bells are then rang, and when
the hour is struck doable doors in an al-
cove open and a figure of Jesus appears.
Doable doors to the left then open, and
the apostles appear slowly, one by one,
in procession. As they appear and pass
Jesus they turn toward him, Jesus
bows, the apostle turns again and pro-
ceeds through the double doors in an al-
cove on the right. As Peter approaches,
Satan looks oat of a window above and
tempts him. Five times the devil ap-
pears, and, when Peter passes, denying
Ohrist, the cook flaps its wings and
crows. When Judas appears, Satan
comes down from his window and fol-
lows Judas out in the procession, and
then goes back up in bis place to watch
Judas, appearing on both sides. As the
procession has passed, Judas and the
three Mwys disappear, and the doors
are dosed. The scene can be repeated
several times in an hour, if necessary,
and the natural motion of the clock
produces it four times per hour, where-
as the Strasburg procession is made but
once a day, at 12 o’clock. Below the
piazza is the main dial, about thirteen
inches in in diameter. To its right is a
figure of* Time, with an hour-glass.
Above this is a window, at which appear
figures representing a youth, manhood
and old age. , To the left of the dial is
a skeleton representing Death. When
the hour hand approaches the first quar-
ter Time reverses his hour-glass and
strikes one on a bell with his scythe,
when another bell inside responds; then
Childhood appears instantly. When
the hour hand approaches the second
quarter, or half hour, there are heard
me strokes of two bells. Then Youth
appeals and the organ plays a hymn.
After this Time strikes two and reverses
his hour-glass, when two bells respond
inside. One minute after this a chime
of bells is heard, when a folding-door
opens in the upper porch and at tha right
of the court, when the Savior comes
walking out. Then the apostles appear
in procession. The olook also tells of
the moon’s changes-, the tides, the sea-
sons, days, and day of the month and
year, and the signs pt the zodiac; and on
top a soldier in armor is constantly on
guard, walking back and forward. As
the hours advance, Manhood, Old Age
and Death take part in the panorama. ,
1 Stanley at Rome.
A correspondent in Rome writes that
Henry M. Stanley was presented with a
splendid gold medal, the gift of the late
Victor Emmanuel, in recognition of his
lorer.
ijwith
the brilliancy of Stanley’s achievements,
and on all occasions expressed the high-
est admiration for him. It was his in-
tention to present the medal, personally
to Stanley, bat, feeling his end ap-
proaching, he was determined that the
gift should be accompanied by a person-
al oommunicatioh.
The medal, which is of beautiful work-
manship, bears the simple inscription,
“ Henry M. Stanley, the intrepid Afri-
can explorer”— but it was accompanied
with a letter from the dead Kinp con-
taining the most flattering compliments,
marking Victor Emmanuel's apprecia-
tion of Stanley’s numerous geographical
disooveries and the great service* he has
rendered to humanity and civiliza-
tion. The medal was presented
by Signor t Carrenti, President of
the Italian
who made
taiuinp many handsome compliments,
and assuring Mr. Stanley of the
high appreciation in which his great
work was held by the savants of Italy.
Mr. Stanley made a short and suit-
able reply, returning thanks for the
honor clone him, and expressing his
gratitude in a particular manner to the
lute King for the handsome medal and
the kind and flattering compliments con-
tained in the letter, which he would
treasure through life as one of his hap-
piest souvenirs. After the presentation,
Mr. Stanley, the members of the Geo-
graphical Society, and other distin-
guished gentlemen, were entertained at
a banquet by Barsn Telfener. At the
conclusion of the dinner, which was
splendidly served, many speeches were
made, showing tpprecaatian of Mr.
Stanley’s great work, and passing en-
comiums on his courage, enterprise, and
devotion.
The death of the King lent a certain
gravity to the occasion, and was referred
to as a national calamity. Mr. Stanley
made a short speech, acknowledging the
high compliments paid him.
t oi Butter aid tiieese.
a of Statistics has prepared
showing the export of cheese
country in each year since
total
largest np to that date. In 1862 the ex-
port was 82,861,468 pounds— doable
what it had ever been before, and the
increase since 1862 has beeq marvelous.
There has been some curious fluctua-
tions, as shown by these figures of years
and amounts: 1795, 2,848,693 pounds;
1800, 913,848; 1808, 816,878; 1881, 1,131,-
817; 1882, 198,709; 1852, 6,650,420; 1853,
3,763,932.
A Dejected Whltcwashcr.
“ I want to see de head boss ob aU ob
vou’s” dropped suddenly from a pair of
heavy lips, in a voice that seemed to
come through a tin tube, as a woolly
head and a polished ebony face, upheld
by a stalwart pair of round shoulders,
emerged above the top of the stair-
case.
“ You do, eh ?” said the foreman.
“Yes, (sab: de head boss— de boss ob
all de udder bosses.”
“ Well, he’s not here now. Won’t I do
just as weRKy^*
“I’se afraid not, boss. Yon see I
wont to see him about some ’tielar busi-
ness. Kain’t I sot down on dis huh box,
an’ wait till he comes in? No hurry,
you see.”
“Certainly,” said the foreman; “you
can wait if you want to.”
The darkey accordingly humped him-
self down on the box with his chin in his
hand, and feasted his eyes on the dreary
walls, r
“ Dot needs whitewash mighty bad,”
he said, shaking his head like they al-
ways do when they mean an emphatic
v c  a i x
great services as an African explc
The King had been greatly struck ’
c
Geographical Society,
a short address con-
yes; “mighty bad, boss; now don’t it?”
“It does, indeed,” returned the fore-
man.
“ Don’t de head boss say nuffln ’bout
habin* de job done?”
“ Yes; he was talking something about
it just before he went out. Intends to
put somebody at work on it when he gets
back, I believe.”
“ Is de job gib oat?”
“No, I believe not?”
“Golly, dat’sgood. I’s jis in luck
dis day, I is, an* huh I stay till he comes.
Dat long Jake don’t git de sta’t o’ me dis
time.”
And the sanguine whitewasher
chuckled and rubbed his hands, and
then set about figuring up on his fingers
how much the job would come to. The
time rolled Isowly by, though, without
bringing the man he was so anxious to
see. Noon-time at length arrived, and,
as the foreman and the men put on their
ooats to go to dinner, he inquired :
“ Does de guv’ner stay out a good
while sometimes?”
“Yes, sometimes he does,” was the
nonchalant reply.
Then he went out and waited around
the corners, keeping a dose eye on the
establishment until the men returned,
when he again went in and perched
himself on the box, and waited patient-
ly until near closing-up time. He was
now quite fidgety and uneasy, and con-
eluded to get a little more information.
“Does yous’pose do head boss will
git around dis ebenin’ ?”
“No, I think not.”
“ When kin I see him, den ?”
“Next spring,” replied the foreman,
with unconcern.
“Whahishe?”
“ Gone to Florida for his health, to
spend the winter.”
“ Good lor’, man ! How long’s de ole
man been gone ?” . •
Tliroc wGckfl ^
“ Oh, Moses ! Den why didn’t you
tolemeso befo’t”
“ Because you didn’t ask me.”
The lower jaw of the darkey dropped
on his breast, and with a look of re-
proach that troubled the foreman in his
dreams that night, he shuffled down the
stairs,— Ctfnctnnaff Breakfast Table.
Apples of .Gold In Pfetaros of 8Ilv«r.
“ A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold
in piotores or silver.” When the body be-
oomiH diseased, the mind is thereby neoes-
sarfiy influenced. National wars, State dis*
nenslons, neighborhood broils, and family dif-
ferences. are more frequently than otherwise
the remit of diseased and disordered constitu-
tions. When the body is suffering, the mind,
acting in sympathy, will become irritated and
perplexed. When the physical system is in
health, the mind peroeives things in their true
I ght, and the disbc aition assumes a rery dif-
ferent phase. Nothing more directly tends to
destroy the happy, cheerful disposition of a
woman, and render her peevish, nervous, and
fretful, than a constant endurance of uterine
disorders. The diseases peculiar to woman
take away the elasticity and buoyancy of
health, and reduce her body and mind to a
mere wreck. Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Freaerip-
Uon Is a rial peacemaker in a family. No
woman suffering from uterine disorders can
(tford to be without this remedy. The Favor-
ite Prescription saves unnecessary doctor bin*,
prevents divorces, wards off suicides, brings
hack buoyant, Joyous feelings, restores too
woman to ne&lth. and her family to happiness.
It is gold by all druggists. _
Belief Without • Doctor.
Though we would by no means be under-
stood as deprecating, but rather as recom-
mending, professional aid in disease, there are
multitudes of ifistanoes when it is neither nec-
essary or easy to obtain. A family provided
with a comprehensive household specific, like
Uostetter’s Stomach Bitters, is possessed of a
medicinal resource adequate to most emergen-
cies in which medical advice would be otner-
Cautlon to the Public.
To avoid impodUon, pnrohaaora of Waltham Watohaa
will obama that erty gtmulno Watcb, wbathar sold
or •Uvar, baan oar ova trademark on boU oaaa and
movamanta.
Oold eaa«« am stamped "A W. Oe.,N and guarani*.
c*rtlfloat«a accompany them. 81>vw cam are atampod
Am. WaUt Co.. Waltham. Maaa., Coin Silver," or
Am. Watch Co., Waltham, Maas., Sterling Silver," ac-
oordins to quality, and are accompanied by guarantee
oertlfloat* aurued R. K. Kobblna, Treaaaror. The name
This caution la rendered Moaaatiy by n
fact that our uaos are frequently sepsis
movement* and put upon worthless movra
maker*, and He; mtm, thus affecting li
p* formanoe of the Watches, sad vlUatln* „
which la Intended onW to cover our complete^
wholly made by ua. ftT Every buyer sWld
close inspection aa Indicated.
AMERICA IV WATCH OO.,
_ _ By R. B. Bobbimb, Treaa.
UNHAM
PIANOS.
Dunham A Bona, Mantu&otuMre,
Ware 1-0 omot 18 But 14th St.,
(Established MMj NKW YORK.
nrpriflet Beatonabl*. Turnot Eaty.-l
recommended for debility, indigestion, liver
disorder, an irregular habit of Body, urinary
and uterine troubles, incipient rheumatism and
gout, and many other ailments of frequent oc-
currence. It eradicates and prevents inter-
mittent and remittent fevers, relieves mental
despondency, checks premature decay, and in-
vigorates the nervous and muscular tissues.
Sleep, digestion and appetite are promoted by
it, and it is extremely ussfol in overcoming the
effect* of exhaustion and exposure.
Heart Dibbasb can be cured. To
prove onr assertion we print the following :
jlf bottle. ______ ____ _
have been troubled a ilttle more than a year with a
ilofgUh mlibeating of the heart, and oould do no aioup
log work whatever. I applied to the be«t phyaiclanaef
New England, and got no relief, bnt by the simple um
of this really valuable romedy 1 am now able to do a
good day’s work, and experience no diatreu from It. 1
think there U nothing that equal, the HEART REGU-
LATOR, and I advise all afflicted in any way with
Heart Disease to give It a thorouch trial.' and they will
not ragret it Thomas M. Towns. Tilton, N. fl.
fiend your nune to F. £. Ingalls, Concord,
N. H., for a pamphlet containing a list of uu-
timonials of cores, etc.
For sale by druggist* at 50 cent* and 61 per
bottle.
We have Eold Hatch’s Universal Cough
Syrup for about four years, and it ban steadily
gained in popularity from its first iulrod action.
We keep all the cough remedies conBidered
“ standard" in this section. The sale of the
Uni vernal has become greater than any, per-
haps greater than all others combined. We do
not hesitate to recommend it
Nichoia & Lvtia, Weetbnry, Cayuga Oo., N.Y.
Bold by Fan Bchaack, Stevenson & Reid.
Chicago, 111.
' Burnett’s Coooaine allays irritation,
removes all tendency to dandruff, and invig-
orates the action of the capillaries in the high-
est degree. The Cocoaink has earned a de-
served reputation for promoting the growth
and preserving the beauty of the human hair.
Ladies dressing their hair elaborately for the
evening will find that it imparts a healthy,
natural gloss to the hair, and will cause it to
retain its shape for hours.
Mexico has 9,000,000 population, half
of which is of direct Indian extraction,
and known as the greaser element
Women dispute about other matters,
but all agree on the merits of Doom’s Yeast
Powder as par excellence the best of all Gro-
cers throughout the country keep it, and find
it gives supreme satisfaction. By using it tbe
housewife is sure of delicious bread, rusk,
rolls, biscuit buckwheat cakes, and all the
delicacies made from flour.
CHEW
The Celebrated
“Matchless”
Wood Tag Plug
v Tobacco.
The Pioneer Tobacco Company, i
New York, Boston and Chicago.
Good Advice.— We advise every farm-
er or stock raiser to invest in Sheridan’s Cav-
alry Condition Powders, and feed them out to
their herds this winter. Depend upon it, it
will pay big interest.
Dangerous.— It is a dangerous thing
to neglect a cough or cold, or any difficulty of
the throat or lungs. Lose not a moment in
getting a bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne lini-
ment You can rely upon it to cure you.
A Failure aa an Orator.
It being announced that the Hon.
Samuel Jones Plnmstead, of Ohicogo,
or Unhappy,” he was escorted into tEe
hall by the President, who introduced
him as follows:
“Gem’len, I taken de widest kin’ o’
pleasure in presentin’ to you dis well-
known Chicago Orator, who is often
spoken ob by de highes’ papers as 1 De
Bald Eagle ob de Plains.’ I hez no
doubt dat he will mash dis snbjeckin
de most brilliant manner, an* thus add
unoder leaf to de chaplet tied upon his
marble brow. Now, aen, keep doze feet
still. §
' The orator unbuttoned his coat, cleared
his throat, wiped his nose, and began:
“ Onr firesides ! How many— ah, how
—how many— ah— how, ah—”
He was stuck. It was plain to be seen
that he was embarrassed, but a slight
shuffling of feet enoonraged him to go
ahead:
“Onr firesides 1 How many tender
memories — how many —how tender— how
firesides— how, ah—
He tied npto the same post again.
His knees shook, his chin trembled, and,
when Samuel Shin snorted out, the
brilliant Bald Eagle flopped his wings
and fell into a chair. It was a dead fail-
ure. Every one realized it and felt sorry.
Brother Gardner escorted him book to
the ante-rfym, wnere the frost was an
inch thick on the base-boards, and, upon
returning, said:
“Genrien, I hez bin boardin' an’
lodgin’ dot Bald Eagle for de last five
days a-purpus to heah dat speech. It
may be dat he was seized wid what dey
call stage-fright, an’ it may be dat he
doau’ know nuffln' ’bout de trade of ora-
tory. In any ease, let dis be a warnin’
to all ob ns never to bite off more meat
dan we kin chaw up w^orit onhingin’ de
jaw-bone. De aession am dosed.— De-
troit Free Press.
t ] . f »  - --
Mr. Beecher is determined to i
tioe what he
in ErK
exception, the down to the pittance of
TO CONSUMPTIVES.
The advertiser, having been permanent!/ cored of
that dread disease, Consumption, by a simple remedy, 1*
anxious to make known to bis feUow-eofferws the means
of cum. To all who desire it. he win send a eopy of the
prescription used (free of charge), with the directions
for preparing and using the same, which they will find a
sube GUBBior Consumption. Asthma, Bronchitis
194 Penn Street, Willlamaburgb, N. Y.
The Greatest Discovery of the Age is Dr.
Tobias' celebrated Venetian Liniment ! 30 years before
the pohlic, end tfamnted to care Diarrhea, Dysentery,
Colic and Spasms, taken internally ; and Cronp, Chronic
Rheumatism, Sore Throats, Cuts, B rubes, Old Sores,
and Pains in the limbs. Back and Chest, externally.
It has never failed. No family will ever be without it
after once giving It a fair triaL Price. 40 cents. DR.
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, in Pint
Bottles, at One Dollar, la warranted superior to any
other, or NO PAY, for the cure of Coho. Cuts, Bruises,
Old Sores, etc. Sold by ill Druggist*. Depot-lO Park
Place, New York.
Dyspepaia, Debility oad km of Appetite
whother tho nruU of dokaeM or over-oxwtloo, Boy
be reodfly cared by Ocfaenck's Bee weed Tonic. It
builds up the MMmted system by tiding digestion
and stimulating the appetite.
ffllriroggistt, ;3 -a
A thrilling hiury
____ of the
arated from our
menu of other
Injuriously the
make a
oraa
$3300!
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•elhag articles in thl
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WW >111 I AAtoss B. hC*., Set BMtftesIsssr^OSlst
Commercfaf Advertiser.
“wiSkJfcS^ar.HiM* *
>11
term* to Af oft*.
20 Fulton 8L,N.Y.0ity.
I 1IM CENTRAL-UMV WESTERN
1,200.000 ACHES for
Hide nt BA nod |G per A rye, is farm lota, and
terms to suit all claasss. Round-trip tickets from!
case and return free to purchaser*. Sond ponUl c
for maps and pam
products in 16
K. If. L
DR. WARNER’S
HEALTHCOBSET
WU\ Skirt .SqgKrt-J'rand SJ/Utijuti.
Unequaled for Beauty Style A Comfort
ArraovxD bt All Phybicu3.s.
For Halo by Leading Alerrlmnte
Bnmnlofl, any slse, by mall lu Sat*
teenVlJOiOontliTil.Tls Nursing (W
srt. &.W; Mlstea’ Corset, $1.00.
WARN EH BUOH.i 361 Broadway, N. V.
A FARM AND HOME| OF YOUR OWN.
NOW IS THE MEJO SECURE IT.
ONLY FIVE DOLLARS
FOR AN ACRE
. the best land la America. 1/m.OOOAens In East-
era Nebraska, on the ttaeof the Ualoa Pacific
Kallread, now for sale, it) ysar^ er*dU turn*
only s per u»t. Tbe## are the only lands rtB sals on
the lino of this Great Raxlboad, the World's Biog.
WAT. Bend for THE Now "PxGBKB.” the best paper
for those seeking new bom* ever published. Pull in-
PROF. BEDFORD'S LETTER SHOWING SUPERIORITY'
KM-afrCLE OVER AU. 0THERS.F0R SOAP
MAKING. SENT FREE BY MAIL OH APPLICATION
TO M M /‘WTiinA’'' rv--— vpgvnWC
THE
SOODOLO
STAND-BY.
NEXIUI WOTm UIWEIT.
FOR MAN AND .EAST.
E8TABLUHCD66 HUM Always cure*. Always
ready. Always handy. Qas never yet failed. Thirty
milliont Rom tuisd U. 'the whole world approve#
tte glorlona old l!aattaf--4h0 Beet ood Cheapest
Liniment in oxisttwoe. 86 cent* o bottle, fho
SOLD BY^ALL^DI^NirWNDra&
Janesville, Wla.
RTIFIOIAL LIMBS. ^i IL
WATERPROOF COVEES,
NORTH STAR SEEM.
BU*Jt «CO., BLPaal Mia.
•foudisrlk. piblle I
" DETECTiyl
nmei; mv (ibmlihr ’. _ „•risM p*y ITbirifi raft toil ponaiitati lonu a* iMtUnM
SiDtj$25P“
M^'ER1?u w*
Thst Scale agent cheated m« out of $60. clean, lor
I oould have bought abetter Five-Ton Wagon Scale for
$50. on trial, freight paid to my own door, of JONES
OP BINGHAMTON, Binghamton, N. T
itiitTeLJi-Jilll-W SHIHT&o
KEEP’S Patent ParUrmade Drees Shirts, best quah-
. only plain seams to ontbh,6 fortT. ...
rt (,'uHtom Shirt* to
HUNT’S REMEDY ^
/ IfN. f ht great , . j
i\IL)Nev medicI Nl
the Mil
If your drugglit tlou\ have It, ho will ordtr U fbr yo«.
I JACKSON’S BEST!
SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO
was awarded the highest pries at Centennial Kxnositior
for it# fine chewing qualities, the excellence and Isatkig
character of it* sweetening and flavoring. If you want
the best tobacco ever made, ask your grocer for this, and
see that
words J
ben. 1
Moan
ton l
8 to
infactaroro," Petereb’wrgffift^
How, When, Where,
TO 6FH FAM
Send for oar Catalogues.
A H. WYMAN A 00.,
300 South Sevontti Street,
PIlILADBDPillA.
BABBITTS TOILET SOAP.
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variably give immodlata relief.
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n roedleln ' a ‘ ,nf
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GOLD MINBi AMD LANDS COALSILVER BOLD. OIL
LEAD COMPANIES ORGANIZED. * STONEIRON MINING AOBNCY. COPPER
MARBLE 306 8. SEVENTH STREET. LIMECOAL PHTLADBLreU. MICA
M AEL A H. WYMAN A OO. OVPStfAf
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CONSUMPTION!
Of OoaiUMmov, In ten days after uking
NA my Chills, Nioht Swbat* sod Rvaa
A positive ra. iy for all dimomoof the lUdaeya,
Bladder «a| I’rlnury OrguniM alec, good la
Dropsical Complaint*. Hi
Is eertaln sad speed, Mite aotMa. RlefaNi
all other reoedlsa. hixty capeoles ouro a sk or right
days. Nootherasedktetacaadsflfik.
Beware oflmitotioaat lor, ewiag to Itegvsal so*,
hays been of!a
taring piles, Ae. !*'».•) - •
DUN DAW DICK /
liMttfrjs’ (Sfllumu,
Treatment of Xlloh Cows in Early Winter.
At no season of the year do milch cows
need better and more generous diet than
in early winter. The change fro£ grass
, to dry fodder is of itself sufficient cause to
produce more or less darangfpient of
health. But when the animaTi tone and
vigor have been lowered by a long period
of milking, and she is then subjected, at
the same time, to the rigors of winter and
a change of food from nutrltloua herbage
oOs tod-to dry, coarse and often innutritioa
der, a severe tax is laid on her system.
Yet, on many farms, it is the practice to
feed to cattle, in early winter, only coarse
and Inferior fodder and the poorest hay,
because these articles have been stored
last in the barn, or on the tops of the
mows, and must therefore be disposed of
before the better portions of the supply
can be reached. This, however, is a great
mistake, as the best food should be given
when the cows first go into winter quar-
ters. Afterwards, when they have been
dried of their milk and have grown accus-
tomed to the change of diet, the poorer
food may be used, or better still, as ani-
mals, like men, are fond of variety in their
diet, the coarser and less nutritions fodder
maybe advantageously used in conjunc-
tion with that of a better quality.
Through neglect of this precaution,
however, it frequently happens that cows
in milk lose flesh during November and
December, and sink iuto a bad condition
to endure the still more severe weather
yet to be expected. To avoid this mis-
fortune, in cases were poor or damaged
fodder has necessarily to be given out first,
the feed should be supplemented with ra-
tions of ground grain, aatand corn-meal
mixed, bran, or shipstuff, to add a proper
amount of nutriment to a given bulk of
fodder. Com pelting cows to consume an
excessive hulk of inferior food, in order
to enable them to support life and yield
milk, overcrowds the stomach, tends to
derange health, ahd is by no means a rare
cause of serious ailments. Among these
not the least disastrous is a serious liabili-
ty to abortion, caused by an undue press-
ure of the food upon the parts. Moreover,
on the score of self-interest as well as of
humanity, cows should uot be allowed to
lose flesh in early winter, for it would re-
quire much more food to restore them to
the good condition in cold weather than
in manner. Besides this, as lean animals
are more susceptible of cold than those in
flesh, and a proportionately larger amount
of the food they consume is therefore ex-
pended in generating a sufficiency of ani-
mal heat, it would require considerably
more food to carry a poor beast through
winter than a fat one, even though nothing
may be added to the animal’s condition.
The necessity of shelter for all kinds of
stock from the storms, frosts, and inclem-
ency of this bleak season, has been fre-
quently dwelt upon, and its economy as
well as its humanity Tally demonstrated.
—Rural New Yorker.
Food for Mns.
A correspondent of an exchange says:
“The present practice with the greater
number, in any country, I believe, is to
prepare food for pigs either by steeping,
steaming, or boiiiug, under the belief that
cooking fas any shape is better that giving
in the raw state. I am not at present pre-
pared to say definitely what other kinds of
food may do, raw or cooked, with pigs or
other domesticated animals, or how the
other animals would thrive with peas or
com. rsw or boiled; but I now assert, on
the strongest possible grounds— by evi-
dence indisputable, again and again proved
by actual trials, in various temperatures,
with a variety of the same animals, var-
iously conducted— that for fast and cheap
production of pork, raw peas are fifty per
cent, better than cooked peas or Indian
corn in any shape.”
The Scientific American.
THITY-THIED YEAR.
IBS HOST POPULAR SOU PAPER
IK TEE WORLD,
ONLY $8.20 A YEAR, INCLUDING POSTAGE.
WEEKLY. 58 NUMBERS A YEAR.
4,000 BOOK PAGES.
rpHE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN if a large First
A CIsm Weekly Newspaper of sixteen pages,
printed in the most beantiraf style, profutely vhu-
noted with splendid engraving*, representing the
' the moat
Buckwheat says •the 7W*‘
/Trap/*, is a native of Asia, and was brought
to this country by the earliest settlers. It
was cultivated by the Dutch along the
Hudson as early as 1026, and afterwards
in the settlement of nke Swedes on the
Delaware. From these sections its cul-
tivation spread over New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, wherever clear-
ings were made, and buckwheat cakes and
w awild honey at that early period we
common and much appreciated dish.
The three states named |iave since been
great producers of the grain, and Us culti-
vation is extending so rapidly through the
North and Northwest that the present an-
nual yield 4xc$edi 80,000,000 bushels.
Tits Hessian Fly is active in the South
at this season, while dormant in the colder
North. Anything that will disturb the
larva in its operations will be beneficial;
ns will also any fertilizing application that
will strengthen the plants. Rolling the
wheat, sowing 5 bushels of salt, or Q0
bushels of unleached wood ashes, or 10
bushel* of soot per acre, have all been
found of use in destroying the insects and
in stimula'ting the growth of the wheat, i ai
newest Inventions and t recent Advances
In the Arts and Hdences: Including Mechanics and
Enfrlneering, Steam Endneering. Hallway. Minin
raalteCivil, Gas and Hydrau
Iron, Steel and Work: Uhetnlstry and Chemical
l ering. , g,
Engineering, Mill work.
Proceases: Electricity, Light, Heat. Sound: Tech-
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The most va.uable practical papers,
writers la all departments of Scfenre, w.
in the Hclentlflc American ; the whoh
in popular language, free from tcchnli
lastrated with enB
interest and Inform
oon
igra vines, and
n all ciassei <
now
ift The Scientific American la promotlve of
[tno^edge^andprogwem^ary community where
it circulates. It shoold have a place In even fami-
ly, Reading Room, Library, College or School.
Terms, $8 JO per year, $1.60 half year, which In-
cludes prepayment of postage. Discount to Clubs
and Agents. Binglecoplss ten cent*. Sold by all
Newsdealers. Remit by postal order to MUNN &
CO.. Publishers, 87 Park Row. New York.
PATENTS ^  connection with the Sclen-
tlflc American. Messrs. Mnnn &
Co. are Sollcltoraof American and Foreign Patents,
and have the largest establishment in the world.
Patents are obtained ow the best terms. Models of
new Inventions slid Sketches examined, and ad-
vlcefree. A special notice Is made in the Scien-
tific A
this
merican of
Agency, with
mtee. Public
all Inventions patented throngh
the name and residence of the
Patente £n Uc attention ia Una directed to the
merits of the new patent, and sales or introdnetion
often effected.
Any person who has made a new discovery or In-
vention, can ascertain, free of charge, whether a
patent can probably be obtained, by writing to the
undersigned. Address for the paper, or concern-
ing patents. MUNN & CO.,
Branch Office, Co. FA 7U 8t£ Waaiilngron.D^ C.
SCOTT’S HOTEL.
rpHI8 is a now Honse, added to the old Rov.-
Smith’s residence, on the corner of
NINTH AND FISH STREETS,
Is newly fitted up and fbrnished, and its location
Is the moat convenient to both the railroad depots.
It is now ready to receive guests, both
STEADY £ TRANSIENT.
We solicit a share of the pablic patronage, and
will endeavor to treat our guests in such a manner
as to merit their approval.
?r. ./. SCOTT,
Holland, Oct. 25, '77. , 87-tf Proprietor.
Sheriff Sale.
"D Y virtue of a writ of execution, Issued out
JLI of and under the seal of the Circuit Court for
the Connty of Ottawa, and State of Michi-
— aud tested on the seventh day of May,gan. 
A. D. 1877, against the goods and chattels, and for
the want thereof, then against the lands and tene-
menu of John Brocker, and to me directed and
delivered. I have levied upon all the right, title
and interest of John firocker, the defendant named
In said execution, In and to the following described
real estate, situated in the Conntyof Ottawa, State
of Michigan, to- wit: The loath-west quarter (M)
of the north-east quarter IM) of section fifteen (15),
tnum aax/Ltrx I7\ nstwftk mm**.. ltM\ a (itown seven (7), north range sixteen (tin west; All
said land aud premises being sitnatedln the town-
ship of Grand Bavin, Connty of Ottawa and StateH e Bute
said property as may be necessary to satisfy said
execution, with coat and collection fees, at public
vendue, to the highest bidder therefor, at one
o'clock in the afternoon of the
Twelfth day of November, JL D, 1817
at the front door of the Court House, In the City
of Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan
t- »Uh, A. D. 1Dated, Giuxd Havin, Bept. fifth, li. 877.
JOOB VERPLANKE,
of Ottawa OnuUy, Michigan.
Whbileb k Gbibn. In Pawn.
The above sale is adjourned until the 81st day of
November, A. D. 1877, at the same place and hour
as originally stated.
Dated, November 18th, 1877.
JOOB VERPLANKE,
ify, Mich.Sheriff of Ottawa Count
The above sale Is adjourned until the 17th day of
December, A. D. 1877, at the same place and hoar
as originally stated.
Dated, November Knd, 1877. .
JOOB VERPLANKE.
Sheriff of Ottawa Oounty, Mick.
The above sale is adjourned until the 8nd day of
Jannary, A. D. 1878, at the same place and hour as
originally stated.
Dated, Gbawd Havm, December 17th, 1BT7,
JOOB VERPLANKE.
Sheriff Qf Ottawa County Michigan.
The above sale la adjonrned until the 1st day of
February, A. D. 1878, at the eamo place and hour
as originally stated.
Dated, Gband Haven, January 2nd, 1878,
JOOB VERPLANKE,
Sheriff Of Ottawa County, Mich,
ThU to
purest and
known. One
preparation of Iron
. Jl |L„ trial will convince'
Price, $1.00 per bottU,
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY 4 00.
fipecial IgiH, PfMmdelefiU. j
Chancery Sale.
QTA'TEOF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court forO the County of Ottawa— la Chancery.
Ann Robinson, Complainant.
Thomas Robinson, Leendert Van
den Ouden, Hendrik Rlngelberg
and Jan Fondle, Defendants.
In pursnance and by virtue of a decree of said
Cdrcnlt Court for the County of Ottawa, in Chan-
•ntered In the above entitled cause
alii of February, A. D. 1877. Notice
w hereby given, that on the .nlntk day of
March, A. D. 1878, ten o’clock in the
forenoon, at the front door of the Court Home,
in the City of Grand Haven, in said Connty of Otta-
wa, l, thr subscriber, a Circuit Court Commission.
or* ID And for CAM flnnntv will mall meer, in and lor said Connty, will sell, at public auc
*,on-Jo the highest bidder, the lands and premises
described in said decree’, to-wlt: the sonth-east
excepting one acre In sonth-east corner, eight rtds
east and west and twenty rodi north and south,
•ndaltuate in said County of Ottawa and State
Of M If'niryan . tof Michigan.
Dated, January 14, 1878.
0U™
Wm. N. Awqel, OmnMnanCe Solicitor. 49-7w
gotjo-ih:
AND
Lung Syrup,
A Vegetable Compound for
Diseases of the Throat ari Laajs,
A preparation which EifeotuAlly Control!
these Daugsrouj Alfeotiom.
IU adaptation to patients of nil ages, aud
cither mjx, and the fact that it canoe used
without danger from accidental overdose,
renders it luaUpvMi&ible to every family.
A trial of oeveral yean* has proven to the
aatisfactiou of many that It ia efficacious
in Curing
Pulmonary Complaint*, Croup, Whoop-
ing Cough, Tickling of the Throat,
Asthma, Coughs, and all Affections where
an Expectorant is needed. Endorsed by
the clergy and medical faculty.
Prepared only by
FF. JOHXSTONJi CO.
Chemist* & Druggiaw,
161 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Sold by all Druggists.
BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that beintr at
present located at Mnskegon, ho has mede arrange-
ment* with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on River atreet, all job work for binding can
be left. I have purchased a new and complete line
of tool! and stock and will famish first-class work.V A. CLOBTINGH.
* Muskegon, Bept. 8 1875.
mm
PASTILLES
country
at the employment
inyonr own tow
over night.
Kb*-.-
SftS.nSSfy'
^’S“'iinlnff,h4ir‘
V v£--4 Cl 1
V C'OMCMV ooajnS* «
BEST': 'WORLD
0 1 u i /Vot < r. v PHiLM
at PRICE, 85 CENTS. •
Johnston, Holloway & Co.,
Special Age&ta. PhUad’a.
israrw
Hardware Store
Cor. Eighth and Fmh Streets,
The undurslgned has opened a hardware atora In
sUwmof G. J. Haverkate, where he willthe old
keep conetfntly on hand a complete stock of Gen-
T Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nails, Farming Im-
plements. Carpenter’s Tools and everything else
belo ’mging to our line of business.
Tinware very Neatly an
Promptly Repaired.
Call and see and give us a share
of your Patrouage.
A large assortmemt •£ Parlor
Stovee,
J. VANDERVEEN.
Holland, Sept. 20, 1877. 4-6m
FOR SALE.
nf’HE following described Lots In the City of
‘Jl Holland, I win sell at the following prices.
Lot 6. Block F, Lot 6, Block G, West Addition $175
each; Lot 18, Block 8, Lot 6, Block 11, Booth west
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 8, 3. 4, 5 A 6 in Blockauisiesvu ip t s v vuvaa* jl«*sid a w, v v W u III A/IWVyJa
85, as organised plat ftearthe n. L. 8. depot at
$it5 each, except Lota 1 4k 8 which are $aou each.
Also 6 lots West of Pint avenue at $185 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Alse
ng Lote 7, 10, 11, ,18. 18, and 14. in Bloc
4, 5 and ) in Block H. The above wl
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD. ’
GOLD-iilsg
m 4 1 % « 1 — — J X. M & T II,, ^ ^ ^ ,1
iblicatlon in’ the world. Anyone can bet
cceirfal agent. The most elegant works of art
cHptlon
edfamll
given free to eubreribere. The price 1m so low
™*.tAuF.'re
ben In ten cays.
L Yon can devote
or only yonr spare
' from home over
IT O TI C E I I I
Great Bargains will be given at the
CHEAP CASH STORE
— OF—
E. J. HARH.I^Ta-TOIsr N
for the next 30 days in
READY 3VCADE CLOTHING
Hats and Caps, Boots and Shoes,
DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, SALT,
Lime, Lath, Land Plaster, Shingles, &c.
Call and see our nice line of LADIES’ DRESS GOODS.E. 3. HARRINGTON.
P. S. Corn, Oats, Butter, Eggs and Potatoes taken in ex-
change for goods.
CHAS. SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.
Of all kinds and sizes.
Inscriptions cut in both the
Engish & Dutch Languages.
Dealer in all kinds of Ameri-
can and Foreign Marble
and Granite.
Chas. Schmidt d> Bro,,
77 CANAL STREET,
14-lr GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Moat Approved Patterns;
And we are confident we can aatlify all whe
want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WB HATE A STEAK
A New Arrival
Of all kinds of
WINTER GOODS,
And a fine lot of
BOYS’ CLOTHING
Is offered very cheap at
J. W. BOSMM,
MERCHANT TAILOR.
all mm runs.
Hats & Caps in Great Variety.
Give us a call and see our
Goods.
J. w. BOSMAN.
Holland, May 26, 1876. 42-ly
CLARK * OOODRICK, Proprietors.
Havffij^nt^ the machine shop and power, owned
prepared to repair all kfnda*®?6 ^
IDIR/TT IKIILIsr
AND THR DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In our line, manufactured on abort
notiae. ; 1 ’
H. W. VERBEEK & Uo.
MEAT MARKET
-—IN’ THE —
PIRST WARD.
Tbe undersigned announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their cnetomers with 111 kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
. dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction toQ all those who wish to favor them with part of their
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate &
Son’i Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU, i
J. VAN ZOKREN.
Holland. July 14, 1876.
I
TUG FOR SALE.
AM authorized to Fell the Steam Tng "Gem'
on favorable terms. Inquire of
MANLY D. HOWARD.Holland. Holland. Mich’
Kitej, SUtioauj ui Fortablt hgiui
Setting up New Machinery,
SHAFTING, ETC.,
Mi Nil Work, Sa» Arbon, Shafting,
I»UI*l*B-3rS, ETC,
Mr. Cl*.k having had fourteen year* of exper-
ience In setting np and repairing Engines. Boilers,
patting in Btesm heating apparatus, Plpe-bnilding
or steam, and water, we will try and give sat-
lefactlon to all that give us a call.
CLARK ft GOODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May 17, 187T. 15-iy
XAKSOOO: BOW LUST, BUW EESIO&ES !
mfSlEhm JuBt published, a saw edition of/»*$«. cTOhmu,-! ciuBum m-
ffarf^ir^r SAT on the radical cure (without med-
vmmmam Idne) of Spermatorrhoea or Seminal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impo-
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedi-
menta to Marriage, etc.; also Consumption, Epil-
epsy and Fits induced by self-indulgence or sexual
extravagance, Ac.
jar Prica in sealed envelope, only alx cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abnse may be radically cured without the dan-
gerons use of internal medlclnpor the application
of the knife, pointing out a mode of core at once
simple, certain and effectual, by means of which
every aafflerer. no matter what his condition may
be, may care himself cheaply, privately and radl-
0T This Lecture should be In the hands of
every yonth and every man in tbe land.
Bent under seal, In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cent* er two
post stamps. ' ;
Address tbe Publishers,
Tit mWGLL MAI CD,
41 A&a St., KtwTork; Post Office Box. 4986.
1877. FALL AND WINTER. 1877.
Millinery § Fancy Dry Goods,
And a large stock of
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Scartb, Hoods, Cloaks,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, German-
town Canvass, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Dress Silks
and Cloaking.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
eighth street - - • r ,V ij3*OX.m**T>; MICH
